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For company description please see summary table footnote  

 

Consolidation growth in Europe’s animal feed market  - Buy  
 

We initiate coverage on ForFarmers with a Buy ratin g and a target price of 
EUR 3.50 per share. ForFarmers is Europe’s leading co mpound feed 
manufacturer. Through active portfolio management, the company has built a 
coherent set of activities consisting of strong reg ional positions. ForFarmers 
intends to play an important role in further Europea n sector consolidation. It has 
the fire power given its strong balance sheet. The group’s financial performance 
has been excellent in recent years with a 5-year ne t profit CAGR of 13%. 
ForFarmers depository receipts currently trade on a  multi-lateral trading facility, 
but the company is planning a listing on a regulate d market, which will enhance 
liquidity and transparency. Shares are trading below  book value, at depressed 
earnings multiples and below a DCF-based fair value . Our EUR 3.50 target price 
takes into account a 20% discount to this DCF value . 

 

� ForFarmers is Europe’s leading animal nutrition company with annual volumes of 
6.5m tons for various species. The company has operations in the Netherlands, 
Germany, Belgium and the UK. It intends to grow its compound feed volumes to 
10m tons by 2016. 

� Earlier in 2012, the company has acquired Hendrix and BOCM Pauls, two relatively 
large feed manufacturers. These acquisitions add c. EUR 1.5bn to group sales and 
enable the company to realize synergies. It has also announced the planned 
disposal of its stake in agri trading company Cefetra for a consideration of 
c. EUR 70m. This active portfolio management strategy is evidence of 
management’s aim to concentrate its activities on supplying animal feed. 

� The company has an ambitious and focused strategy. It directs its attention to 
farmers as customers, through regionally concentrated market positions and with a 
strong focus on logistical efficiency. All these elements provide the company with a 
strong competitive position. 

� The animal feed industry is a low growth industry, especially in the markets where 
ForFarmers is present. The industry is going through a consolidation phase and 
ForFarmers has played and wants to continue playing a role in it. It has enough fire 
power as the divestment of its stake in Cefetra reduces leverage substantially to 
pro forma net debt to EBITDA of 0.5x. 

� ForFarmers’ net profit has increased at a compound annual growth rate of 13% in 
the past 5 years. In the core feed activities, EBIT has increased at a 5-year CAGR 
of 32%. We forecast EBIT of the feed activities to almost triple between 2011 and 
2014 driven by organic growth, the recent acquisitions and synergy realization. 

� ForFarmers depository receipts are not listed on a regulated market and therefore 
incorporate a number of risks that shares that trade on a normal market lack, like 
liquidity and disclosure issues. The company aims to apply for a ‘normal’ listing in 
the next few years. This will increase transparency and liquidity and therefore act 
as a medium-term share price catalyst. Shares are trading below book value, at a 
35-45% discount on earnings multiples and below a DCF fair value. Our EUR 3.50 
target price is based on a 20% discount to our DCF fair value. 

Analyst(s):  Richard  Withagen  +312 0 5508572 richard.withagen@snssecurities.nl  
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Investment case 
 

We initiate coverage on ForFarmers with a Buy rating and a target price of EUR 3.50. 

 

� Leading animal nutrition company 

ForFarmers is Europe’s leading animal nutrition company with annual compound feed 
volumes of 6.5m tons for various species. The company has operations in the Netherlands, 
Germany, Belgium and the UK.  

ForFarmers used to be a cooperative, but is transitioning into a company with shareholders. 
This transition must help ForFarmers to fulfil its ambition to grow its business further and 
reach compound feed sales of 10m tons by 2016. 

Two major acquisitions in 2012 have underscored management’s growth ambitions. 
ForFarmers acquired Netherlands-based Hendrix with annual sales volumes of 3.2m tons 
(2.1m tons compound feed) and UK-based BOCM Pauls with annual sales volumes of 2.5m 
tons (1.9m tons compound feed). 

 

� Focused strategy 

ForFarmers has chosen to focus on feed, especially compound feed, and has expanded 
predominantly in this area. This implies that it can concentrate its resources on one big 
aggregate customer group; farmers. The graph below shows the evolution in volumes since 
2006. Agricultural raw materials relate to the Cefetra business that was first consolidated in 
2009 and will be sold in the near term. The major increase in compound feed volumes 
between 2010 and 2014 is mainly driven by acquisitions. 
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Part of the focused strategy of ForFarmers is to have strong regional market shares to 
optimize efficiency. This also enables the company to have species-specialized feed mills.  

This is all especially important in compound feed activities where logistics costs are an 
important part of the overall cost structure. ForFarmers has a concept that it calls ‘3x 
logistics’. The idea is to optimize as much as possible the three logistical processes that 
involves feed manufacturing. The first part is the supply of raw materials to the feed 
manufacturing sites. The second part is the actual logistical process in the factory itself. The 
third and final part is the delivery of compound feed to customers. We believe this is one of 
the company’s competitive advantages. 

 

� Consolidation potential 

ForFarmers is present in markets with low underlying growth rates. This has triggered 
industry consolidation driven by the need to operate at the lowest cost possible. ForFarmers 
has played its role in this and also plans more acquisitions in the future. Based on its 
strategic targets it wants to add another European country to its platform and grow 
compound feed volumes to 10m tons by 2016. Consolidation offers the potential for 
synergies in production and logistics, leverage of R&D know-how and to a lesser extent in 
purchasing. 

ForFarmers has the means to finance more acquisitions. Net debt of the company will be 
limited after the planned disposal of Cefetra, which should take place on 1 January 2013. In 
the short term, the focus will be on the integration of the 2012 acquisitions of Hendrix and 
BOCM Pauls, but at a later date, we expect ForFarmers to return to acquisitions again. 

 

�  Financial performance 

Earnings of ForFarmers’ feed business have fluctuated in the past few years, but increased 
substantially on a 5-year basis. EBIT of the feed activities has grown at a compound annual 
growth rate of 31.8% between 2006 and 2011. Operating profit per ton was EUR 3.6 in 
2006 and has increased to EUR 7.5 in 2011, while volumes have almost doubled in the 
same period. 

 

Financial highlights feed business 
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The return on capital employed assuming an operating profit per ton of c. EUR 7-8 and 
capital employed before the 2012 acquisitions amounts to an average return of 13-14%.  

The acquisitions, especially Hendrix, put pressure on ForFarmers ROCE initially. In 2013, 
these acquisitions will contribute fully to earnings for the first time. We forecast 2013 ROCE 
ex goodwill to be 10.8%, increasing to 13.6% in 2014. 

We forecast ForFarmers to report adjusted net profit of EUR 30m in 2012, up from 
EUR 24m in 2011. Net profit from continuing operations will be EUR 36m in 2013 and an 
estimated EUR 48m in 2014. 

 

� Listing on a regulated market 

Depository receipts of ForFarmers currently trade on a multilateral trading facility, 
necessitating a number of administrative procedures before someone can actually trade. 
Moreover, liquidity and transparency is limited. These factors play no or a more limited role 
when considering shares that trade on a regulated market. 

A listing on a regulated market of ForFarmers’ depository receipts will expand the 
investment community considerably and eliminate the necessary additional administrative 
work. This will certainly help to reduce the valuation discount that currently exists in the 
shares. 

 

� Attractive valuation 

ForFarmers shares currently trades at a price to book multiple of 0.8x, which appears 
conservative given the group’s capital employed. Shares trade at a discount of 35-45% to 
traditional 2013e earnings multiples like P/E and EV/EBITDA. 

Our discounted cash flow analysis results in a fair value of EUR 4.4 per share. We believe a 
discount should be applied to this fair value outcome for 1) the limited liquidity of the shares, 
2) restrictions to voting rights and 3) the administrative efforts that need to be taken to trade 
in ForFarmers’ shares. 

While discount levels vary greatly, an illiquidity discount of 20-30% appears to be a rule of 
thumb in academic literature. Taking into account a 20% discount on ForFarmers’ DCF fair 
value gives a price level of c. EUR 3.50 per share. 
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Company description 

Activities 

ForFarmers Group B.V. (ForFarmers) is a Lochem, Netherlands-based manufacturer of 
animal nutrition products. It produces feed for pigs, poultry and cattle and also sells 
agricultural commodities like fertilisers, crop protection agents, seed and planting materials. 
Including the recent acquisitions, the company operates a total of 43 facilities in the 
Netherlands, Germany, Belgium and the UK. 

In 2011, ForFarmers sold 2.5m tonnes of compound feed for various species and 0.6m 
tonnes of other feed like roughages, high-moisture feed and single feed. ForFarmers’ 
turnover in 2011 amounted to EUR 5.2bn of which EUR 734m from the compound feed 
business, EUR 4.4bn from trading company Cefetra and EUR 106m from other turnover. 

In 2012, ForFarmers has acquired the Hendrix nutrition business in the Netherlands, 
Belgium and Germany from Nutreco and the BOCM Pauls business in the UK. These two 
acquisitions add c. EUR 1.3bn to the group’s turnover, which therefore amounts to 
EUR 6.5bn on a pro-forma basis. 

ForFarmers owns a 57.7% stake in Cefetra, an international trading company supplying raw 
materials to the feed, food and fuel industries. At the end of September 2012, ForFarmers 
announced that it intends to sell its stake in Cefetra to the German company Baywa. Baywa 
also plans to buy the interests of the other Cefetra shareholders. This transaction is 
expected to be completed by 1 January 2013. 

The organisational structure of ForFarmers is included in appendix 2 of this report. 
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History 

The origin of ForFarmers goes back to the beginning of the 20th century. It started out with 
predominantly local cooperatives that at some point felt the need to scale up to a larger 
regional position. ForFarmers is the product of mergers of many of these cooperatives.  

In December 1989, Coöperatie ABC Gelderland B.A. was incorporated as the merger of 
Coöperatie Gelderland voor de Land- en Tuinbouw B.A. and Coöperatie ABC B.A. The 
company, which was renamed Coöperatie ABC U.A. in 1995, merged with a number of local 
cooperatives between 1989 and 2000. The graph below shows the merger and acquisition 
history of ForFarmers since 2000. 
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Since 2006, ForFarmers has expanded outside the Netherlands. It first entered Germany, 
while the last two acquisitions have also expanded the company’s presence into Belgium 
and the UK. 

Predecessors of ForFarmers acquired a stake of 50.2% (49.0% voting rights) in trading 
company Cefetra in 1988. This stake was increased to 57.7% in May 2009. At the end of 
September 2012, ForFarmers announced that it intends to sell its entire stake in Cefetra to 
the German company Baywa. 

 

ForFarmers merger and acquisition history since 200 0 

 

Source: Company data 

 

Market environment 

The acquisitions of Hendrix and BOCM Pauls put ForFarmers into the leading position of 
European compound feed producers. This list is dominated by Dutch companies.  

 

Compound feed producers EU 

 
Company Country (headquarters) Compound feed volume 

 
    in million metric tons 

ForFarmers Netherlands 6.5 
Nutreco Netherlands 4.5 
Agrifirm Netherlands 4.1 
De Heus Netherlands 4.0 
DLG Denmark 3.9 
Agravis Germany 3.4 
Invivo France 2.7 
DTC Germany 2.5 
Veronesi Italy 2.5 
AB-Agri UK 2.0 

Total market EU-27 151.0 
      

Source: Company data, Fefac, SNS Securities 
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The table on the previous page shows that the compound feed market in Europe is 
fragmented. Based on the EU-27, ForFarmers as the leading compound feed producer 
‘only’ has a market share of 4.3%. The top 10 producers together have a market share of 
24%.  

The total market size of the four markets that ForFarmers operates in is about 56m metric 
tons. In these markets, the aggregate market share of ForFarmers is more than 11%. 

 

From members to shareholders: Equity On Name 

Back in 2005, the cooperative FromFarmers did not have any shareholders, but only 
members. Management intended to gradually register the member’s claims into equity 
claims and decided to do this during a period of 10 years. In addition, it would enable 
investments by others than members of the cooperative to finance the growth strategy of 
the company. The initiative was called ‘Equity On Name’ and is executed in three phases. 

 

Summary of Equity On Name 

•Convert products into feed equivalents
•Award feed equivalents to membersPhase 1

•Transfer business of FromFarmers to 
ForFarmers

•Creation of Participation Reserve
•Creation of Participation Accounts

Phase 2

•Possibility created to convert Participation 
Accounts into Depository Receipts

•Creation of a trading platform
Phase 3

 

Source: Company data 

 

� Phase 1 

In the first phase of Equity On Name, management needed to devise a formula in which all 
the products of the company could be translated into one common denominator. This 
common denominator has been called a Feed Equivalent. The calculation of feed 
equivalents was based on the financial contribution of each product group during the years 
2001 to 2006. 

The company determined for each member of the cooperative how many feed equivalents 
he should be awarded based on his purchases between 2001 and 2006. This resulted in the 
creation of 1,280,396 feed equivalents. No additional feed equivalents have been created 
since and it is not envisaged that any new feed equivalents will be awarded in the future. 

Feed equivalents are used to determine amounts that members get credited to their 
participation accounts, representing a number of depository receipts, and are transferable 
between members.  
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� Phase 2 

In the second phase of Equity On Name, the cooperative FromFarmers transferred all its 
activities and assets to ForFarmers in exchange for 100m shares. FromFarmers also 
created a so-called Participation Reserve. Each year a maximum of 10m depository receipts 
held by FromFarmers will be divided between eligible members. The intrinsic value of these 
depository receipts will be credited to the participation reserve. The participation reserve is 
reported on the balance sheet of FromFarmers. The abbreviated annual report of 
FromFarmers is available (in Dutch and German) on the cooperative’s website 
(http://www.fromfarmers.eu).  

To formalize the transferral of the participation reserve to the members, FromFarmers has 
created Participation Accounts for each member. Participation accounts will be credited if a 
member 1) holds feed equivalents and 2) has bought products from ForFarmers. Like the 
feed equivalents, the participation accounts are also transferable between members of the 
cooperative. The participation accounts can also be converted into depository receipts. 

The amount that an individual member gets credited to its participation account is based on 
the equation below. As the various inputs of the equation change each year, the calculation 
is done on an annual basis. 

 

 

 

 

The number of depository receipts to be divided between the members has been mentioned 
before. This number is decided upon by a Membership Council, which consists of 26 
people. 

The utilized feed equivalents of an individual member are the lower of 1) the number of feed 
equivalents held at the end of the year and 2) the purchase of agricultural products by the 
member in the year. The number of feed equivalents held is administered in the accounts of 
FromFarmers and can change as feed equivalents can be traded between members. The 
purchased products of all members in a specific year are converted into feed equivalents, 
enabling to determine what share of purchases each individual member represents.  

Finally, the intrinsic value of the depository receipts is calculated using the shareholders’ 
equity in ForFarmers’ accounts. 

The amounts credited to a participation account in effect represent equity in ForFarmers. In 
addition, members also receive a return on the amounts credited to the participation 
accounts and a result distribution. The return and the result distribution are paid by 
FromFarmers from the dividend it receives from ForFarmers. 

As part of Phase 2 of Equity on Name, ForFarmers has created an employee participation 
plan. A cumulative total of 6.2m depository receipts have been issued to employees 
according to the 2012 ForFarmers prospectus. A lock-up on 4.9m depository receipts ends 
in December 2012, while the lock-up on another 1.2m depository receipts ends in April 
2013. The lock-up on the remaining depository receipts ends at a later date. 

 

valueintrinsic  x 
sequivalent feed utilized Total

sequivalent feed Utilized
 x divided be to receipts depository of Number  credited be to Amount 








=
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� Phase 3 

The third and final phase of Equity On Name started in November 2010. As from that 
moment, members could convert the amounts in their participation accounts into depository 
receipts.  

Conversion of the participation accounts into depository receipts is based on the intrinsic 
value per share as per the last annual accounts, where the shareholders’ equity per share is 
used to convert into one depository receipt. There are no restrictions as to when 
participation accounts are converted into depository receipts. 

The third phase of Equity On Name also included the trading of the feed equivalents, 
participation accounts and depository receipts on the MTF or Multilateral Trading Facility. 
Feed equivalents and participation accounts can be traded among members. Depository 
receipts can also be traded with third parties. 

The MTF is operated by Van Lanschot and is an execution only investment service. The 
trading hours are between 9.00am and 5.00pm. 

 

� Reasons to trade or convert 

Equity On Name involves a lot of technicalities to transfer the ownership of ForFarmers from 
the cooperative’s members into equity. As the project takes more than a decade to be 
completed and the world changes in the meantime, trading is possible in feed equivalents, 
participation accounts and depository receipts. Below, we summarize the possible reasons 
for holders of these instruments to trade or convert. 

The Feed Equivalents can only be traded between members of the cooperative. As feed 
equivalents play a role in the amount credited to a participation account, a member should 
typically want to buy feed equivalents when he determines that his purchases from 
ForFarmers are larger than the number of feed equivalents he owns. If the opposite is true, 
he might opt to sell feed equivalents. 

Participation accounts can also be traded exclusively among members. In essence, 
participation accounts have the same properties as depository receipts, but their status for 
the member can differ due to fiscal and legal structures. Also, the liquidity of participation 
accounts is more limited given that only members can trade them.  

Finally, holders of participation accounts can opt to convert (part of) the participation 
account into depository receipts. Possible reasons for conversion are a higher level of 
liquidity for the depository receipts on the MTF or a higher price in comparison to 
participation accounts. Note that there are likely to be tax consequences related to the 
conversion and/or the sale of participation accounts into depository receipts. 

Shareholders’ structure 

ForFarmers has created depository receipts of shares in 2010 as part of phase 3 of Equity 
On Name. The normal shares of ForFarmers are thus held by a foundation that has issued 
depository receipts. In total, some 106m depository receipts are currently outstanding. This 
consists of 100m depository receipts that were initially held or are still held by the 
cooperative and an additional 6m that have been allocated as part of an employee share 
scheme. 

Depository receipts holders can demand voting rights up to 5% of the group’s total share 
capital, assuming the person or entity at least also holds the required economic interest. 
This can be increased to a maximum of 15% by a decision of the ForFarmers Supervisory 
Board. The limitations to voting rights do not apply to the cooperative. 
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Currently, only a limited number of depository receipts are directly owned by either 
members of FromFarmers or third parties. The graph below shows that the cooperative still 
holds about 85% of the depository receipts. 
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Management and Supervisory Board 

The table below summarizes the corporate governance of FromFarmers, the foundation and 
ForFarmers. A brief background description of each person is included in Appendix 1 to this 
report. 

 

Corporate governance structure 

   FromFarmers   Foundation   ForFarmers 

   Supervisory 
board 

Management 
board   Management 

board   Supervisory 
board 

Management 
board 

Snr. 
mgmt 

 
  C* M* C* M*   C* M*   C* M* C* M*   

Mr. Markink X X         X   X X       

Mr. Eggink   X         X     X       

Mr. Nordbeck             X     X       

Mrs. Addink-Berendsen   X         X     X       

Mr. Mulder             X     X       

Mr. Van Rijn             X     X       

                            

Mr. Ruumpol     X X   X X       X X   

Mr. Potijk                         X 

Mr. De Vos                         X 

Mr. Traas                         X 

Mr. Van de Ven                         X 

Mr. Gardner                         X 

* C = Chairman, M = Member                         
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Strategy and targets 

Strategy based on three elements 

The long-term objective of ForFarmers is to become one of the leading animal feed 
providers in Europe. To achieve this, the company intends to focus on growth on both an 
organic basis and through acquisitions. At the same time, given the fact that the company 
operates in an environment of low margins, it intends to be cost conscious. 

 

ForFarmers strategy overview 

ForFarmers
The total feed 

business

Building a 
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Source: SNS Securities 

 

� Building a strong competitive position 

The first major part of the company’s strategy is to build a strong proposition for 
ForFarmers’ customers. This must be the most important driver of organic growth. 

There are a number of areas that ForFarmers focuses on when building its competitive 
position: 

• Strong technical feed results 

The technical feed results that a farmer tries to achieve can differ, but for a feed 
manufacturer, the so-called feed conversion is an extremely important yardstick. The 
feed conversion ratio basically tells the farmer how much ‘end product’ he can realize 
with a given amount of feed. The farmer’s end product depends on his business, but 
can be the litres of milk a cow produces or the weight of animals that are slaughtered. 
Farmers obviously go into a much more detailed analysis, also taking into account all 
kind of quality issues of end products. 
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• Raw material know how 

Raw materials are the most important cost component for the feed that ForFarmers 
produces. Cost of goods sold represents roughly 80-85% for the feed business. For the 
customers of ForFarmers, feed also often represents a substantial part of their 
production costs as depicted in the graph below. 

This means that raw material know how is important in a number of ways. First, price 
movements have an important impact on the ultimate production cost. So information 
and intelligence on expected price movements are a source of competitive advantage. 
Second, detailed know how about raw materials enable ForFarmers to change feed 
recipes to obtain an optimal cost/value equation. 
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Source: LEI, SNS Securities 

 

• Innovations  

As is the case in many other industries, innovations are important in the animal feed 
industry. ForFarmers has developed a number of innovations that are designed for 
example to produce farmers end products with better quality characteristics or at lower 
feed costs and feeds with better digestibility characteristics. ForFarmers employs about 
20 people in its R&D centres, but this will increase after the acquisitions of Hendrix and 
BOCM Pauls. The R&D cost in 2011 amounted to EUR 4.0m, which does not include 
the recent acquisitions Hendrix and BOCM Pauls. 

• Regional concentration 

Logistics costs are one of the most important cost components for ForFarmers. When 
customers are located far from a compound feed mill, the incurred transportation cost 
could lead to a competitive disadvantage. ForFarmers has traditionally operated from 
the eastern part of the Netherlands and has expanded in the northern part of Germany. 
In the last few years, the company has expanded in the southern part of the 
Netherlands. The acquisition of Hendrix improves the current position in the southern 
part of the Netherlands, in Belgium and in the eastern part of Germany. Finally, BOCM 
Pauls gives ForFarmers a national position in the UK. We believe management focuses 
intensively on ascertaining a strong regional position to be able to supply feed at 
competitive prices. 
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� Operational excellence 

Management aims to focus on a low-cost mentality throughout the organisation. This is 
important for every business, but especially for ones that operate in industries with a 
relatively low margin. In addition, European compound feed market volumes have increased 
at a compound annual growth rate of 2.6% in the last 7 years, but at lower growth rates in 
the countries where ForFarmers is active. 

ForFarmers has a number of specific initiatives to keep costs low: 

• Focus on the core activities in specific geographic  regions 

ForFarmers tries to limit complexity by focusing specifically on a number of chosen 
product categories like compound feed, fertilisers, crop protection agents and planting 
material. This has helped it to focus on specific customer segments, i.e. farmers without 
risking to be distracted by other customers segments with different needs. In addition, 
ForFarmers’ geographic expansion has been well managed. As we have described 
before, the company’s regional concentration is also focused on keeping cost efficiency 
as high as possible. 

• Specialized feed mills 

The regional position and scale of ForFarmers means that the company is able to use 
specialized feed mills. This specialisation is especially important with regards to the 
supply of raw materials and the manufacturing process. A disadvantage is that 
transportation costs to customers can be potentially higher. However, the net effect is a 
cost per product that is lower than in a manufacturing set up where a compound feed 
mill produces feed for various species. 

• Identifying logistics as a critical process 

ForFarmers has a concept that it calls ‘3x logistics’. The idea is to optimize as much as 
possible the three logistical processes that involves feed manufacturing.  

 

Logistics processes 

Raw material supplies Feed manufacturing Customer delivery

 

Source: SNS Securities 

 

The first part is the supply of raw materials to the feed manufacturing sites. If possible, 
ForFarmers uses cranes to offload raw materials from boats. Cranes are more energy-
efficient compared to using for example suction pumps. Many of ForFarmers’ Dutch 
sites are located at a waterway, which is a competitive advantage. The second part is 
the actual logistical process in the factory itself. An example of efficiency in this case is 
the time that a truck is at the premises of ForFarmers. At the pig feed nutrition mill in 
Lochem, ForFarmers aims for a total time of 15 minutes between the arrival and the 
departure of the truck. This is realized through an ingenious loading system of the 
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factory. Before this was implemented, trucks would often be on the factory’s premises 
for more than one hour. The third and final part is the delivery of compound feed to 
customers. ForFarmers uses sophisticated planning systems, involving amongst others 
an optimisation tool for the decision to insource or outsource logistics to customers 
based on the destination 

 

� Acquisitions 

Acquisitions are the final important element of ForFarmers’ strategy. ForFarmers is already 
a ‘product’ of many mergers and acquisitions and the recent, relatively large, acquisitions of 
Hendrix and BOCM Pauls make it clear that this is an important growth driver for the 
company. 

We have summarized ForFarmers’ acquisition strategy in the Ansoff matrix below. The main 
focus with regards to acquisitions has been on market penetration and market development. 
The Hendrix acquisition is a good example of both elements where the entry in Belgium can 
be seen as market development. The German and Southern Netherlands activities of 
Hendrix offer ForFarmers a higher level of penetration in areas it is already active. 

The BOCM Pauls acquisition is one that should be categorized as market development. 
BOCM Pauls is active in the UK, where ForFarmers did not have any activities. It also has 
an international agent network. In addition, BOCM Pauls has a number of pilots in some 
Eastern European countries, where ForFarmers may benefit from in the future. 

ForFarmers already has an extensive product assortment, but it will remain interested in 
related products that it can offer to its existing customer base. Some products of both 
Hendrix and BOCM Pauls were not part of ForFarmers existing assortment. Finally, 
acquisitions in order to really diversify the company are unlikely in our view. 

In terms of geographic expansion, ForFarmers mainly focuses on strengthening its positions 
in North West Europe. These initiatives can mostly be categorized as a way to improve the 
market penetration. 

 

ForFarmers acquisition strategy 
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Targets  

The strategy of ForFarmers and the initiatives the company takes to execute this strategy 
have been expressed in targets. A number of these targets and the current status of these 
are shown in the table below. 

 

ForFarmers' targets 

  2011   Pro forma   Target 2016 

      

Incl. Hendrix, 
BOCM Pauls, 
excl. Cefetra     

Tons of compound feed (in m) 2.5  6.5  10.0 

      
Presence in number of countries 2 

 
4 

 
5 

      

Return on (normalized) equity 
11% in 2011, 

avg. 14% in last 
5 yrs.  n.a.  > 12% 

      
Net debt / EBITDA 3.4 

 
0.5 

 
Maximum 2.5x 

      
Compound feed volume per FTE (NL, 
Germany, Belgium) 3,674  3,674  > 4,000 

            

Source: Company data, SNS Securities 

 

� Growth 

The growth ambition is visible through the 10m compound feed tonnes that the company 
wants to achieve by 2016. It expects to be the number one in Europe with this amount of 
compound feed. There also remains another European country that it wants to add to its 
current presence. Other growth-related targets the company has formulated are a doubling 
of by-product and trading-related products.  

 

� Profitability, solvency and return 

The targets also include a number of elements that should ensure a sustainable and 
profitable growth trajectory. ForFarmers targets a return on equity of at least 12% by 2016. 
This level was not achieved in 2011 mainly due to the lower contribution of Cefetra, but the 
average in the previous five years had been 14%, so above the target. The company also 
targets the sale of more than 4,000t compound feed per FTE in the current continental 
activities, showing its focus on efficiency. Finally, ForFarmers wants to control the debt level 
on the balance sheet by not exceeding a net debt to EBITDA of 2.5x. 

 

� Sustainability 

ForFarmers wants to enable its customers to keep producing in a sustainable way. As a 
consequence, the R&D efforts of the company focus on reducing the environmental 
footprint of the feeds. For the first time ever, ForFarmers disclosed sustainability 
achievements in its 2011 annual report as shown in the graph on the next page. 
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ForFarmers sustainability achievements 

 

Source: Company data 

 

� Other 

In addition to the quantitative targets described above, ForFarmers also aims to become a 
stock exchange listed company, although without saying when exactly. The company wants 
to develop a high quality risk management system for (raw material) purchasing and further 
develop human resources and management development.  
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Market drivers and competition 

Livestock development  

In the last two decades the global livestock has expanded consistently, driven by poultry. 
The development of livestock depends predominantly on the demand for meat and milk. 
The demand for these products is driven by consumer prices and disposable income. In the 
EU the economic downturn in 2008 caused a decline in the number of livestock and led to a 
switch of consumers to less expensive animal protein sources. Demand for animal products 
recovered slightly in 2010 with an increase of 1 kg per capita but still remained 3.5 kg below 
2008 levels according to the European Feed Manufacturers’ Federation. The demand 
outlook for the EU meat sector remains positive due to strong global demand and a 
favourable emerging markets situation that will offset the expected slowdown in EU 
economic growth. 

 

Global livestock trends (in million animals) 
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Source: FAO, SNS Securities 

 

� Poultry 

The EU poultry livestock has grown by 5.5% in 2010 since the economic downturn in 2008. 
The poultry flock has increased again in 2011 together with growth of 1.1% in poultry meat 
production. In 2012 and 2013 meat production is expected to grow with 1.0% and 0.3% 
respectively according to the EU’s Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural 
Development. This increase in production reflects growing poultry meat exports of 14% 
related to increasing global demand. In addition, the number of laying hens is expected to 
increase due to the favourable ecological footprint of eggs and the efficient utilization of 
feed when producing eggs according to the Agricultural Economics Institute foundation. In 
January 2012 new housing rules for chickens came into effect and will induce additional 
investments which are expected to only slightly reduce the amount of laying hens. 
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Poultry livestock development (in million animals) 
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� Pigs 

The lower EU pig production in 2008 persisted in 2009 with another decrease of 1.7% and 
only saw a slight recovery in 2010 of 0.8%, impacted by weak economic conditions. The 
amount of pigs has the tendency to remain reasonably stable in all EU countries due to 
limiting production rights. The number of pigs is expected to stay constant in 2012 followed 
by a decline in 2013 in the pig population. This reduction is mainly caused by new animal 
welfare rules on group housing of pregnant sows which will become obligatory as of 2013 
and requires significant investments for pig producers. These increases in costs may result 
in elevated pig meat prices throughout 2012. Consumption of pig meat is expected to 
decline with 0.4% in 2012 and 1.0% in 2013. In the medium to long term the pig herd is 
expected to decrease. 
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� Cattle 

The cattle herd showed a declining trend since 2008 at an average rate of 1.1%. The 
number is both affected by the trends in the cow milk sector and the beef meat sector. The 
dairy sector experienced decreasing prices starting in late 2008 and persisting in 2009 
caused by a surplus of milk triggered by declining demand in both milk and milk products 
(such as cheese, butter and milk powder). In 2011 dairy prices rose somewhat again. The 
EU milk production is expected to increase by 1.5% in 2012 and a further 0.7% in 2013. 
This increase in milk will however not be reflected in an increase in livestock due to the 
increase in milk yields of 1.6% in 2012 and 1.0% in 2013 which results in a contraction of 
the dairy herd in both 2012 and 2013. Until 2015 the milk production is subject to an EU 
quota which has gone up 1-2% per year, however due to an increase in yield per cow the 
dairy herd has remained relatively stable. The EU-market has a more stable dairy market 
compared to the global market. 

Beef meat production is expected to fall in 2012 (-3.5% from 2011) and stabilize in 2013 
(+0.1%). After 2015, the production is expected to increase due to the drop of the EU quota. 
However because of the increase in yield the impact can be small. The consumption is 
expected to decrease in traditional importing markets such as Italy and France due to meet 
substitutions and lower meat consumption. The overall market is expected to contract in the 
long term. 

 

Cattle livestock development (in million animals) 
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Compound feed market 

Industrial compound feed production within the EU amounted to 151 million tons in 2011 
according to the European Feed Manufacturers' Federation. Feed production decreased by 
3.8% in 2009 triggered by the overall economic crisis. In 2010 total production recovered by 
1.4% above the 2009 level. This upturn can be attributed to poultry feed with a 3% increase, 
a cattle feed increase of 1% and pig feed remaining stable. In 2011 another decrease of 
0.3% in compound feed production was recorded, this decrease can be contributed to a fall 
of -2% in cattle feed and -0.6% in pig feed. Poultry and layer feed increased by 1%. Feed 
demand in 2011 was mainly affected by the negative economic situation of the pig sector 
and high feed material costs.  
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EU farm animals consumed 470 million tons of feedings in 2010, half consisting of 
roughages produced, 10% grains, 10% purchased feed materials and 30% industrial 
compound feed. High cereal prices in 2009 and 2010 improved the competitive market 
position of industrial compound feed production versus home mixing.  
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The downturn in 2008 affected the production of compound feed for all livestock categories 
and affected feed production as of 2009 with -6% in cattle, -5% in pig feed, and -1% in 
poultry feed according to the European Feed Manufacturers' Federation. The reduction in 
the number of ruminants due to the dairy crisis caused a downturn in cattle feed production. 
The downward slope of the pig feed production is caused by decreasing amounts of 
livestock and financial matters including substantial investments and high feed material 
costs for pig farmers. Poultry is the leading segment of compound feed since 2010 and will 
continue its upward trend following the poultry livestock development. 
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Compound feed production for selected countries (in  million tons) 
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Germany is the leader in compound feed production within the EU-27 accounting for 23% of 
total production according to the German Association of Feed (Deutscher Verband 
Tiernahrung). Germany is the leading producer in the EU for cattle feed, Spain is the leader 
in the pig feed industry and France in poultry feed.   

In the downturn of 2008 the Netherlands and Germany experienced decreases in 
compound feed production of respectively -3.7% and -4.4%. During the crisis poultry feed 
production did still increase in countries such as Belgium and Poland. In 2010 there were 
material recoveries for Germany, Belgium, UK and Poland by 4% to 6%. In 2011 the 
performances varied greatly among the EU countries with downturns of 14% in Czech 
Republic and 7% in Denmark while countries such as Germany experienced growth of 
3.8%. The revival can be attributed to the recovery of the pig market mainly due to 
increasing exports.  

The European Feed Manufacturers’ Federation expects an overall stable feed market in 
2012 compared to 2011. Cattle feed production will remain constant, a small reduction 
(0.5%) in the pig feed production and a slight increase in poultry feed production (1%) due 
to the lower demand for layer feeds is expected. The high prices for all feed materials 
caused by high Chinese demand and seasonal drought in South America will further affect 
profitability especially in the pig sector. 
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Competition 

� Netherlands 

In the Netherlands 72 companies produced 13.6 million metric tons of compound feed in 
2010 according to the Dutch Feed Industry Association (NeVeDi). Of these companies 3 
produce 60% of the total compound feed production, 30% is produced by 18 medium-sized 
firms (60.000-500.000 metric tons) and 10% is produced by about 50 small businesses. The 
total revenue of the NeVeDi members (96% of all producers) was EUR 4.7bn in 2010. 

Cooperative Agrifirm 

Agrifirm was formed in June 2010 following the merger of cooperative Agrifirm in Meppel 
and Cehave Landbouwbelang in Veghel with it’s headquarter now in Apeldoorn. The 
company has 16 subsidiary companies, 3,100 employees, and activities in ten countries 
(Europe and China). Agrifirm supplies services and products including livestock feed and 
the production of crops. Sales amounted to EUR 2.3bn in 2011 and sales from the 
Netherlands totalled EUR 1.5bn. The company annually produces 4.135 million metric tons 
of compound feed of which about three quarters in the Netherlands.  

De Heus Feed 

De Heus Feed produced 3 million tons of compound feed worldwide with 28 production 
facilities and activities in more than 35 countries. The company’s headquarters are in Ede 
and 1.7 million tons of feed is produced at 8 production facilities in the Netherlands. 
Worldwide the company employs more than 2,000 employees of which 575 are in the 
Netherlands.  

AgruniekRijnvallei 

AgruniekRijnvallei is the merger of two cooperatives; Agruniek en Rijnvallei. The new 
cooperative started its operations in January 2012. Agruniek and Rijnvallei combined 
reported compound feed volumes of about 600,000 tons in 2011 and total sales of close to 
EUR 300m.  

Cooperative Boerenbond Deurne 

Boerenbond Deurne reported volumes of 1.1m tons in 2011, including the trading activities. 
The company has 3 production locations and reported 2011 sales of about EUR 250m. In 
addition, the company has a storage and transhipment facility. The company employs over 
180 employees and its headquarters are located in Deurne. 

 

� Belgium 

Belgium produces more than 6 million tons of compound feed annually and has sales 
amounting to EUR 2.5bn according to the Society for Compound feed producers in Belgium 
(BEMEFA). Exports amount to 5% of the total production. More than 90% of the Belgium 
production is located in Flanders. 

Aveve  

Aveve is a large Belgian supplier of agricultural products. The total group realizes sales of 
EUR 1.2bn on an annual basis. The feed business has annual sales volume of 800,000 ton 
and it claims a market share of 15% in Belgium. The company operates two production 
plants in Belgium. 

Vanden Avenne 

Vanden Avenne produces 515,000 ton of compound feed per year generating revenues of 
EUR 250m. The company produces compound feed for pigs, poultry, and cattle. Its 
headquarters are in Ooigem and it has two production facilities both located in Belgium. 
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Director Patrick vanden Avenne has been appointed as president of the European FEFAC 
for a period of three years. 

Versele Nutrition 

Versele Nutrition realizes revenues of EUR 430m annually. The group consists of Quartes 
which produces qualitative industrial feed and Versele Laga which produces products for 
small animals and pets. Quartes distributes feed in Belgium, the southern part of the 
Netherlands and the northern part of France. In 1999 the firm took over the compound feed 
productions of group Dossche. The company is headquartered in Deinze and employs 900 
employees both nationally and internationally.  

 

� Germany 

Germany had 332 compound feed producers at the end of 2011 with an average annual 
production of 500 ton and total compound feed production of 22 million tons in 2011, a 5.5% 
increase as of 2010 according to Deutscher Verband Tiernahrung. The majority of the 
compound feed producers are in the Northern provinces that represent about 58% of the 
total production. 

Deutsche Tiernahrung Cremer GmbH & Co. KG/PRODUCTIO N 

Deutsche Tiernahrung Cremer GmbH & Co. KG/PRODUCTION has 600 employees and 
sales of EUR 530m and is a subsidiary of Cremer. The twelve plants produce 2.4m tons of 
compound feed annually which is sold in Germany and other European countries. The 
headquarters are located in Dusseldorf. 

Agravis Raiffeisen AG 

Agravis is headquartered in Münster and is the largest pig compound feed manufacturer in 
Germany. Total compound feed production amounts to 2.2m tons. 

Bröring 

Bröring is a German feed producer operating 6 plants in the North Western part of 
Germany. The company sells about 200,000 tons of compound feed on an annual basis.  

MEGA Tierernährung 

Mega Tierernährung, part of the PHW Group, produces 1.2m tons of compound feed and is 
headquartered in Rechterfeld. PHW Group includes business activities in the poultry 
specialties sector (70%), animal nutrition & animal health segment (28%), and human 
nutrition and healthcare (2%). The PHW Group employs 5,000 employees with 835 
employees for animal nutrition and animal health and 164 employees working for MEGA. 
MEGA focuses exclusively on compound feed for poultry and has five production 
manufacturing locations in Germany. 

 

� United Kingdom 

The UK production for total compounds, blends, and concentrates exceeded 8m ton in 
2011. In the 12 months to June 2012 total UK retail production of animal feed was up 0.2% 
compared to same period in 2010/2011 according to the Department for Environmental 
Food and Rural Affairs.  

AB Agri 

AB Agri, Associated British Agriculture is part of the British food plc group, is a British 
manufacturer of compound feed in the pig and poultry industry. Associated British food plc 
has global sales of 8.2bn pounds, 96,000 employees and activities in 44 countries. AB Agri 
operates through more than 15 individual businesses and has over 20 sites in the UK. 
Annual feed production in the UK is estimated to amount to c. 1.3-1.4m tons. 
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NWF Agriculture 

NWF Agriculture is a listed company. It supplies and manufactures ruminant compound 
feeds from Central Scotland and the UK. In Wardle, the company operates the largest 
specialist ruminant feed mill in the UK. Apart from compound mills they also operate four 
blending sheds. The company manufactures 356,000 ton of compound feed per year.  

Mole Valley Farmers 

Mole Valley Farmers supplies a vast range of goods to farmers and the public. The 
company runs their own mills with a combined output exceeding 350,000 tons. In 2005 the 
compound feed producer Pye Bibby was acquired. 
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Financial section 

Historical performance 

� Feed business, excluding Hendrix and BOCM Pauls 

The feed activities of ForFarmers and the trading activities of Cefetra are run with 
completely different business models. To properly analyse the historical performance of the 
ForFarmers group, we have split the analysis of the two businesses. The analysis of the 
feed business is the most important part of the analysis given the planned disposal of the 
57.7% interest in Cefetra by ForFarmers. 

The separation of the feed business from Cefetra has necessitated us to make some 
assumptions, especially with regards to intercompany sales and the 2009 contribution, 
which was the first year of full consolidation of Cefetra. 

Feed sales of ForFarmers have increased from about EUR 300m in 2006 to more than 
EUR 800m in 2011. Part of the increase has been driven by acquisitions. Volumes have 
increased each year with the exception of 2009. The average gross profit per ton in the 
2006-2011 period is EUR 36.2, while the average operating profit per ton amounted to 
EUR 6.2, but has been about EUR 8 per ton in the past three years. 

 

Sales growth  Profitability per ton 
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Source: Company data, SNS Securities  Source: Company data, SNS Securities 

 

Capital employed of the ForFarmers feed business has been stable from 2007 to 2009 and 
increased in the last two years. The increase is, similar to the trends seen at Cefetra, driven 
by an increase in working capital. Capital turnover has been relatively stable in the long 
term, but it can fluctuate materially in the short term. 

The operating profit per ton of c. EUR 8.0 achieved by the feed business in the last two 
years puts the post-tax return on capital employed (defined as EBIT less adjusted taxes 
divided by capital employed) at about 15%, assuming stable capital turnover levels. This is 
an adequate return in our view. 

Finally, cash flows of the feed business tend to be positive. Only the last two years have 
been clearly impacted by increased working capital needs driven by higher agricultural 
prices. 
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� Cefetra 

Cefetra has managed to grow its business in an impressive manner in recent years. 
Compound annual sales growth between 2006 and 2011 amounted to 20% of which 9% 
from higher volumes. Important volume drivers of Cefetra are expansion in origination areas 
that have broadened the company’s assortment, led to geographical expansion and market 
share gains. 

Profitability of Cefetra has been remarkably stable between 2007 and 2010, despite major 
fluctuations in sales growth. However, earnings have come under severe pressure in 2011 
caused by a number of factors. First, commodity prices have been volatile and Cefetra’s 
positions have been less profitable than in previous years. Second, arbitrage possibilities 
were more limited as markets became more spot-oriented and Cefetra was therefore unable 
to build a forward delivery book. Third, transport costs increased due to the low water levels 
of the Rhine and the Danube. 
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Capital employed of Cefetra has grown in recent years. This is completely driven by rising 
working capital as prices increased and Cefetra grew its business. The ratio of turnover to 
capital employed has decreased in recent years. In absolute terms, Cefetra’s capital 
employed increased from less than EUR 100m in 2006 to about EUR 270m at the end of 
2011. 
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The return on capital employed has dropped considerably in 2011 on the back of the 
disappointing earnings trends as mentioned before. However, ROCE was already under 
pressure in 2009 and 2010. As profitability levels were pretty stable, the decrease in ROCE 
is driven primarily by a less efficient use of capital. As we indicated before, the ratio of 
turnover to capital employed decreased and this has caused ROCE to decrease. 

Growth of Cefetra combined with the increase in working capital has pushed the company’s 
cash flow into negative territory in recent years. We estimate that the total outflow in the last 
three years has amounted to c. EUR 150m. This has been absorbed completely by an 
increase in net debt. 

As commemorated before, ForFarmers has announced a divestment of its 57.7% stake in 
Cefetra to Baywa as per 1 January 2013. 
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Acquisitions 

� Hendrix 

Hendrix is a compound feed supplier in the Netherlands and Belgium and also has a 
regional position in Germany. The market share in the Benelux is estimated at c. 13%. 
Hendrix operates 12 production facilities with total capacity of 2.5m tonnes of compound 
feed for swine, ruminants, poultry and horses. In total, the company sells about 3.2m tonnes 
of feed. Annual sales of Hendrix amount to c. EUR 950m. 

Hendrix has been acquired by ForFarmers from Nutreco on 30 March 2012. As part of the 
transaction, Nutreco and ForFarmers have entered into a strategic partnership, amongst 
others covering the supply of premix, farm minerals and feed specialties to ForFarmers 
customers. 

The acquisition of Hendrix benefits ForFarmers in a number of ways: 

• It increases ForFarmers’ market share in the Benelux from c. 7% to c. 20%. The larger 
scale should lead to some purchasing savings. Centralization of purchasing has been a 
driver of savings for companies in the animal nutrition industry. 

• It enables ForFarmers to optimize its production and logistics infrastructure. Before the 
transaction, ForFarmers was planning to build a facility in the south of the Netherlands. 
This plan has been abandoned as Hendrix has sufficient capacity in this part of the 
country. 
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• ForFarmers will be able to leverage its R&D efforts and raw material knowhow on a 
larger scale. In addition, there will undoubtedly be knowledge exchange with regards to 
products and product concepts. 

• The acquisition expands ForFarmers’ geographical reach especially in the southern part 
of the Netherlands, Belgium in the former East Germany. 

 

ForFarmers has announced that as part of the integration of Hendrix a total number of 160 
FTEs will be made redundant. This will be realized through natural attrition and a reduction 
of temporary employees, while 60 employees will be made redundant. The employee 
reductions will take place in the period 2012-2014. We estimate total gross savings for 
ForFarmers of EUR 8m from lower personnel expenses. In addition, we estimate that 
ForFarmers will be able to grow the gross margin as a result of purchasing saving, raw 
materials know how leverage, logistics and production efficiencies. We estimate one-off 
costs related to these integration initiatives of several millions. 

 

Hendrix acquisition analysis (excl. one off costs) 

 
in EUR m Base   Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
                

Sales 950 969 988 1,008 1,028 1,049 
EBIT excl synergies 9 9 9 9 9 10 
Synergies 6 11 13 13 13 
EBIT incl synergies 9 15 20 22 22 23 
Tax -2 -4 -5 -6 -6 -6 
Noplat 6 11 15 17 17 17 

ROIC 7.0% 11.8% 15.9% 18.0% 18.2% 18.5% 
                

 Source: Company data, SNS Securities 

 

ForFarmers has acquired Hendrix for a consideration of EUR 92.5m. This equates to an EV 
/ EBITDA before synergies of 6.7x. Assuming 2% sales growth, stable underlying margins 
and synergies realization in three years’ time, the Hendrix acquisition is expected to 
generate a return of about 18% for ForFarmers. Finally, the Hendrix acquisition is accretive 
to earnings per share. 

 

� BOCM Pauls 

BOCM Pauls is a UK-based animal feed manufacturer. The company operates 11 
compound feed mills and 7 plants that produce blended feeds. The product portfolio also 
includes a range of feeds for small holders. BOCM Pauls sells about 2.5m tonnes of feed 
and net sales amount to EUR 580m. Its market share in compound feed amounts to c. 20% 
in the UK. 

BOCM Pauls has been acquired by ForFarmers on 1 July 2012. The company will initially 
continue to operate largely independent from ForFarmers’ other businesses, as ForFarmers 
management focuses on the integration of Hendrix. BOCM Pauls board member Iain 
Gardner will run the company and also be part of ForFarmers’ senior management. 

The defined benefit pension plan of BOCM Pauls is underfunded. The exact amount is 
unknown, but we estimate it to be GBP 30-35m after tax at the end of December 2011. 
BOCM Pauls will need to negotiate with the trustees of the pension plan to remove this 
funding deficit. The new plan will have to be agreed upon by December 2013. ForFarmers 
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has announced that it will make a provision in its 2012 annual accounts for this funding 
deficit. The price that ForFarmers has paid for BOCM Pauls has taken the pension deficit 
into account. 

The acquisition of BOCM Pauls benefits ForFarmers in a number of ways: 

• It increases the size of the company further and should therefore give rise to additional 
purchasing synergies. 

• ForFarmers will be able to leverage its R&D efforts and raw material knowhow on the 
UK market. BOCM Pauls also sells premixes and other specialty feeds, products that 
ForFarmers does not carry in its assortment. 

• The acquisition gives ForFarmers a national presence in the UK. This potentially opens 
up new opportunities for further consolidation and integration.  

 

We do not assume any operating cost synergies from the BOCM Pauls acquisition, as we 
view the acquisition as complementary with little overlap. We do expect the company to 
benefit from purchasing savings and shared raw material know how as mentioned above.  

 

BOCM Pauls acquisition analysis (excl. one off cost s) 

 
in EUR m Base   Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
                

Sales 577 588 600 612 624 637 
EBIT excl synergies 14 14 14 15 15 15 
Synergies 1 3 3 3 3 
EBIT incl synergies 14 15 17 18 18 18 
Tax -3 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 
Noplat 10 12 13 13 14 14 

ROIC 12.3% 13.8% 15.4% 15.7% 16.1% 16.4% 
                

Source: Company data, SNS Securities 

 

ForFarmers has acquired BOCM Pauls for a consideration of EUR 85m, which includes an 
assumption for the pension deficit. This equates to an EV / EBITDA before synergies of 
5.1x. Assuming 2% sales growth, stable underlying margins and purchasing synergies 
realization in two years’ time, the BOCM Pauls acquisition is expected to generate a return 
of about 16% for ForFarmers. The BOCM Pauls acquisition, like the Hendrix acquisition, is 
accretive to earnings per share.  
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Cefetra divestment 

At the end of September 2012, ForFarmers announced that Baywa would acquire Cefetra 
from its three shareholders ForFarmers (57.7%), Agrifirm (32.3%) and Rijnvallei (10.0%).  

 

� Deal structure 

The transaction between Baywa, a German, listed company active in agri markets, building 
materials and energy, and the selling shareholders is expected to be finalized on 1 January 
2013. The transaction value is estimated to be c. EUR 125m and does not include the 2012 
result of Cefetra. The earnings of 2012 will be paid out to the current shareholders through 
a dividend. The final value of the deal will be based on the intrinsic value of Cefetra, the 
non-realized result of the trading book and transaction costs. 

 

� Strategic rationale behind the divestment 

The divestment of the stake in Cefetra makes sense for ForFarmers for various reasons.  

First, the real core business of ForFarmers is the supply of various needs of farmers. It 
wants to be close to the farmyard, which is the case for its feed business. Cefetra is not 
‘close to the farmyard’, but is a supplier to the animal feed industry, the food and drinks 
industry, the starch industry etcetera. 

Second, ForFarmers has formulated a growth strategy. Its targets call for the sale of 10m 
metric tons of compound feed by 2016. ForFarmers has allocated significant amounts of 
capital to the two acquisitions of Hendrix and BOCM Pauls. This growth ambition will require 
more funds in the future and therefore the proceeds from the Cefetra divestment are 
welcome to lower the indebtedness of the company. 

Third, Cefetra has grown rapidly in the past few years and has the intention to continue to 
invest in growth. This means that Cefetra will also need additional funds in the future to 
grow, which may include additional equity funding. This is not an optimal allocation from 
ForFarmers’ perspective. 

Finally, we believe the valuation of Cefetra is attractive for ForFarmers. The enterprise value 
of the deal is about EUR 350m (EUR 125m equity and EUR 222m debt as reported at the 
end of 2011), while Cefetra’s average EBIT in the past five years amounted to EUR 27m. 
This implies an EV/EBIT multiple of about 13.0x. Based on an average net profit of 
EUR 16.3m in the past five years, the price to earnings ratio amounts to 7.7x.  

 

� Financial implications 

The transaction has a number of financial implications for ForFarmers. First, the balance 
sheet of the company will be shortened substantially as the invested capital of Cefetra is no 
longer included. 

The cash flow statement of ForFarmers in 2012 will include a dividend payment related to 
the net profit of Cefetra in 2012. We estimate this to be EUR 5.3m. 

The transaction will lead to a book profit, probably in 2013. The company has guided for a 
book profit of EUR 12-15m. We assume it to be EUR 12m. 

Finally, the debt position of ForFarmers decreases substantially. The gross debt of Cefetra 
will no longer be included in the consolidation, while ForFarmers will receive the disposal 
proceeds that it can add to the cash balance or repay loans. On a pro forma basis, the net 
debt position of ForFarmers will be about EUR 30m, or 0.5x EBITDA compared to 3.4x 
EBITDA before the transaction. 
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� ForFarmers presence after Hendrix and BOCM Pauls acquisitions and Cefetra 
divestment 

The footprint of ForFarmers changes dramatically following the Hendrix and BOCM Pauls 
acquisitions and the divestment of the interest in Cefetra. The graph below depicts the 
positions of the facilities of the company after the various deals. 

 

ForFarmers footprint 

 

Source: Company data 
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Financial projections 

� Income statement 

Agricultural commodity prices have risen sharply in recent months on worries about a 
disappointing harvest in important producing regions like the US and Russia. Given a close 
relationship between products like wheat, soya and rapeseed, compound feed prices have 
recently increased in price as well. We expect commodity prices to remain volatile going 
forward, especially as inventory-to-sales ratios will come down as a result of lower harvests. 
Assuming a normal harvest in 2013, we believe that especially corn, wheat and soya prices 
are likely to ease next year. The general view is that agricultural commodity prices will 
remain relatively high in the long term. 

 

Feeding stuffs prices  (in EUR/ton)  Compound feed prices  (in EUR/100kg) 
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We assume that the direction of livestock trends in 2012 will be pretty much in line with 
recent years. The poultry population has gradually expanded in the past few years. The pig 
population in the Netherlands has increased in recent years, although not in 2011, while it 
has been under pressure in the UK. Finally, the cattle population decreases slowly in 
ForFarmers’ markets.  

In addition to these structural trends, livestock and feed demand in 2012 will also be 
impacted by a number of other issues. First, the new cages standard for laying hens and 
new group-housing requirements for sows are expected to put some pressure on the animal 
population. Second, the increasing prevalence of the Schmallenberg virus in ruminants will 
have a negative impact. The Schmallenberg virus first appeared in Germany late 2011 and 
leads to lower milk production, birth defects and miscarriages. The virus appears to be 
under control currently, especially in the markets where ForFarmers operates. Finally, the 
animal population is likely to be negatively affected by the increase in feed costs in recent 
months as discussed above.  

We expect underlying volumes of ForFarmers’ feed business to be down somewhat in 2012, 
although we still assume the company to gain market share. The group will still report 
substantial volume increases as a result of the Hendrix and BOCM Pauls acquisitions. At 
group level, we expect a 13% increase in volumes in 2012. The feed business is expected 
to grow volumes by 120% in 2012 to 6.7m tonnes. In 2013, we expect feed volumes to grow 
another 33% as Hendrix and BOCM Pauls are consolidated for the full 12 months. 
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Source: Company data, SNS Securities 

 

Including the impact of higher feed prices and a different sales mix of Hendrix and BOCM 
Pauls, we forecast ForFarmers’ gross sales to increase by 29% in 2012. Reported sales are 
expected to decrease from EUR 6.7bn in 2012 to EUR 2.6bn in 2013.  

Cefetra will still be included in the 2012 results of ForFarmers. We expect volumes to be 
lower, but earnings to recover from the poor performance in 2011.  

The gross margin in the feed business will deteriorate somewhat this year due to the 
acquisitions. On an underlying basis, we expect a slightly lower gross margin. After 2013, 
we expect the gross margin to gradually increase, also driven by synergies from the Hendrix 
and BOCM Pauls acquisition. 

Personnel costs will increase substantially in 2012 due to two factors. First, the acquisitions 
add almost 1,700 FTEs to ForFarmers’ payroll. Second, personnel expenses at Cefetra are 
expected to increase substantially due to the improvement in profitability in combination with 
the variable compensation component. Overall, we expect personnel costs to more than 
double to EUR 115m in 2012 and increase further in 2013 as Hendrix and BOCM Pauls are 
included for the full 12 months. 

Other operating costs are expected to more than double in 2012 due to normal cost 
increases, one-off expenses related to the acquisitions and the effect from the acquired 
companies themselves. 

The table on the next page shows the estimated financial highlights of the Feed business 
and Cefetra separately. ForFarmers’ operating results is expected to increase by about 56% 
in 2012 mainly as a result of an earnings recovery at Cefetra and the contribution from 
acquisitions. The acquisitions of Hendrix and BOCM Pauls will have an even more 
meaningful impact on the 2013 operating result of the feed activities. In 2013, the loss of 
contribution from Cefetra will leave operating results for the group at a slightly lower level 
compared to 2012. 
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Segment estimates 

in EUR m   2010a   2011a   2012e   2013e   2014e 
                      

Feed business 
Volumes (in 1,000t) 2,849 3,046 6,695 8,920 9,096 
Gross sales 655 840 1,936 2,646 2,753 
Operating results 23 23 36 51 66 

Cefetra 
Volumes (in 1,000t) 18,868 19,560 18,777 0 0 
Gross sales 3,508 4,384 4,798 0 0 
Operating results 33 10 16 0 0 

ForFarmers group 
Volumes (in 1,000t) 21,717 22,606 25,472 8,920 9,096 
Gross sales 4,163 5,224 6,734 2,646 2,753 
Operating results 57 33 52 51 66 
                      

Source: Company data, SNS Securities 

 

The acquisitions and divestment of Cefetra lead to some volatility of ForFarmers’ operating 
result in both 2012 and 2013 as also depicted in the table above. Another way of showing 
the moving parts is in the graph below.  

We show the evolution from the group’s EBIT in 2011 to the EBIT in 2013. The earnings 
recovery at Cefetra and the acquisitions are expected to be the key earnings drivers for the 
group in 2012. In 2013, organic growth and the acquisitions are expected to contribute to 
earnings growth, while EBIT is lowered by the loss of EBIT contribution from Cefetra 
following its divestment. 
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ForFarmers’ group debt increases driven by the debt the company has taken on to pay for 
the acquisitions, but also working capital financing as commodity prices have increased. We 
forecast net debt at the end of 2012 to amount to c. EUR 283m, driving interest expenses to 
an estimated EUR 11m. At the end of 2013, we expect ForFarmers to have a net cash 
position of EUR 16m as a result of the de-consolidation and disposal of Cefetra. Net 
financial expenses in 2013 are estimated to amount to c. EUR 2m. We assume 2% interest 
income on cash and 4.5% interest expense on debt. 

The reported tax rate of ForFarmers has been relatively low in recent years. On a pro forma 
basis, the tax rate would have been c. 22% in 2011. In our model, we have assumed a tax 
rate of 25% for 2012 and beyond. 

We assume the income from associates to be zero. In the past, this line has mainly been 
driven by disposals and we intend to include them as they unfold. Finally, the recovery in 
the minorities share on net income in 2012 is mainly driven by Cefetra. We assume the 
minorities’ share of net income to amount to EUR 0.8m as of 2013. 

Adjusted net income for shareholders in 2012 is expected to increase by c. 26% reflecting 
the contribution from acquisitions and the earnings recovery at Cefetra. In 2013, earnings 
will increase by 20% on an underlying basis. We have also included a book profit of 
EUR 12m in 2012 related to the disposal of Cefetra. The earnings per share will show the 
same trend as net income as we have assumed the number of shares outstanding to be 
stable. 
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Income statement 

in EUR m   2010a   2011a   2012e   2013e   2014e 
                      

Net sales 4,141.4 5,200.2 6,708.4 2,620.1 2,725.0 
Cost of sales -3,971.7 -5,055.9 -6,400.5 -2,256.3 -2,340.9 

Gross profit 169.6 144.3 307.9 363.9 384.2 

Other operating income 5.0 7.4 7.2 7.5 7.7 
Personnel costs -54.4 -51.2 -114.6 -134.1 -134.3 
Depreciation -10.0 -10.5 -20.1 -25.5 -25.8 
Other operating costs -52.9 -57.2 -128.7 -161.1 -165.9 

Total operating expenses -117.3 -118.9 -263.4 -320.7 -326.0 

Operating results 57.3 32.8 51.6 50.6 65.8 

Interest income 2.2 2.8 1.6 1.6 1.8 
Interest expense -4.8 -6.9 -12.9 -4.0 -3.1 
Other financial income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net financial expense -2.6 -4.2 -11.3 -2.4 -1.3 

Income before income taxes 54.7 28.7 40.3 48.2 64.5 

Income taxes -13.3 -4.6 -10.1 -12.1 -16.1 
Share in income of associates 8.9 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Income from continuing operations 50.3 24.0 30.2 36.2 48.4 
Discontinued operations 0.0 0.0 12.0 0.0 0.0 

Net income 50.3 24.0 42.2 36.2 48.4 

Attributable to 
Minorities 9.9 2.0 4.7 0.8 0.8 
Common shareholders 40.5 21.9 37.5 35.4 47.6 

EPS basic 0.38 0.21 0.36 0.34 0.45 

Gross profit margin 4.1% 2.8% 4.6% 13.9% 14.1% 
EBITDA margin 1.6% 0.8% 1.1% 2.9% 3.4% 
EBIT margin 1.4% 0.6% 0.8% 1.9% 2.4% 
Net profit margin 1.2% 0.5% 0.6% 1.4% 1.8% 

Feed business 
Gross profit 114 119 268 364 384 
Operating results 23 23 36 51 66 
Gross profit per ton 40.0 39.1 40.0 40.8 42.2 
Operating profit per ton 8.1 7.5 5.4 5.7 7.2 
                      

 Source: Company data, SNS Securities 
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� Cash flows 

The cash flow picture at ForFarmers is to a large extent driven by working capital needs. 
Free cash flow before changes in working capital has been positive in each of the past three 
years and we expect the company to be able to maintain this. However, rising agricultural 
commodity prices have increased working capital and therefore pushed free cash flow into 
negative territory, mainly driven by Cefetra. Based on current agricultural input prices, we 
assume that working capital needs will further increase in 2012, reflected in a negative free 
cash flow of c. EUR 8m. We expect positive free cash flow after 2012 assuming some 
moderation in agri prices in 2013 and stability in 2014. In both years, we still assume that 
working capital will consume cash. 

ForFarmers’ borrowings will fluctuate in line with the cash needs from the operational 
activities, acquisitions and the proceeds from the divestment of Cefetra.  

ForFarmers’ dividend pay-out ratio has amounted to 30% in the past. We see no reason for 
the company to change this in the near term. The overall total dividend outlay remains 
limited in the near future. 

 

Cash flow statement 

in EUR m   2010a   2011a   2012e   2013e   2014e 
                      

Operating result 57.3 32.8 51.6 50.6 65.8 
Depr., amort. & impairm. 10.0 10.5 20.1 25.5 25.8 
Changes in working capital -84.0 -84.2 -35.0 -15.0 -10.0 
Provisions -3.5 -2.7 -2.5 -10.0 -2.5 
Income tax -15.3 -10.0 -10.1 -12.1 -16.1 
Interest paid -3.9 -5.2 -11.3 -2.4 -1.3 
Other items 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Operating cash flow -39.4 -58.9 12.8 36.7 61.7 

Capital expenditure -10.7 -19.1 -20.8 -24.1 -25.1 
Investment in intangibles 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Dividends from JVs 8.8 0.3 4.5 0.0 0.0 
Other investing cash flows 4.0 -2.2 -127.5 72.1 0.0 

Net cash from investments 2.0 -21.0 -143.8 48.0 -25.1 

Cash flow from borrowings -2.1 1.0 120.0 -50.0 -10.0 
Shares issued / bought back -0.1 -1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Dividends paid -10.2 -9.6 -6.4 -7.6 -10.6 
Other financing flows -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net cash from financing -12.4 -9.8 113.6 -57.6 -20.6 

Net cash flow -49.8 -89.7 -17.4 27.1 16.0 

Free cash flow* -50.1 -78.0 -8.0 12.6 36.6 
FCF before changes in work. cap. 33.9 6.2 27.0 27.6 46.6 

* Free cash flow represents operating cash flow minus capital expenditure         

 Source: Company data, SNS Securities 
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� Balance sheet 

The balance sheet of ForFarmers changes drastically as a result of the acquisitions and the 
Cefetra divestment. Non-current assets more than triple and now also include goodwill, 
which the company will amortise in 20 years. Working capital also increases in 2012 as 
discussed before. 

We expect net debt of the company to increase to c. EUR 283m at the end of 2012 
including working capital financing and acquisition loans. As commemorated before, at the 
end of 2013, we expect the company to have a net cash position of EUR 16m. 

Balance sheet ratios in 2012 deteriorate as a result of the acquisitions and the associated 
debt. Gearing (net debt / equity) increases from 45% in 2011 to an estimated 82% in 2012. 
Solvency (equity/balance sheet total) decreases from 46% in 2011 to an estimated 32% in 
2012. The Cefetra divestment more than compensates for the deterioration in ratios. 
Gearing will amount to -5% in 2013 and solvency will increase to 52%. 

 

Balance sheet 

in EUR m   2010a   2011a   2012e   2013e   2014e 
                      

Assets 
PPE 65.7 73.3 198.9 192.9 195.1 
Intangible assets 0.0 0.0 59.0 56.0 52.9 
Financial assets 16.2 15.2 10.7 10.7 10.7 

Non-current assets 81.9 88.5 268.5 259.5 258.7 

Inventories 271.2 273.5 335.0 124.6 134.6 
Trade receivables 157.8 192.1 340.1 181.2 191.2 
Other current items 57.2 70.7 70.7 16.1 16.1 
Cash and cash equivalents 83.3 81.4 64.0 91.0 107.0 
Held for sale 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Current assets 569.5 617.7 809.8 412.9 449.0 

 
Total assets 

 
651.4 

 
706.1 

 
1,078.3 

 
672.5 

 
707.7 

Equity 266.4 276.7 300.4 344.4 382.1 
Non-controlling interests 46.1 44.8 44.8 3.2 3.2 

Total equity 312.5 321.5 345.2 347.6 385.3 

Liabilities 
Interest-bearing loans and 
borrowings 0.2 1.2 116.0 60.0 52.0 
Provisions 18.0 15.2 113.2 103.2 100.7 

Non-current liabilities 18.2 16.4 229.2 163.2 152.7 

Interest-bearing loans and 
borrowings  138.1 226.0 231.2 14.8 12.8 
Trade payables 52.9 63.8 194.2 127.4 137.4 
Other current liabilities 129.7 78.5 78.5 19.5 19.5 
Held for sale 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Current liabilities 320.8 368.3 503.9 161.7 169.7 

 
Total equity and liabilities 

 
651.4 

 
706.1 

 
1,078.3 

 
672.5 

 
707.7 

                      

 Source: Company data, SNS Securities 
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� ROCE 

The acquisitions and increased agricultural commodity prices also have an impact on the 
return on capital employed analysis of ForFarmers. ROCE already dropped in 2011 as 
Cefetra’s earnings decreased. We expect ROCE to decrease further in 2012 mainly as a 
result of the increase in capital employed.  

ROCE will improve in 2013 and 2014 as the capital invested of Cefetra is eliminated from 
the calculation and the feed business stages a strong earnings recovery.  

 

ForFarmers return on capital employed 
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Valuation 
The book value of ForFarmers should in our view be seen as a floor for the price of the 
depository receipts, but the actual price is still 15-20% lower. On a DCF basis, our analysis 
results in a fair value of EUR 4.4. A discount on this value should be taken into account for 
the lack of trading liquidity, the lack of voting rights attached to the depository receipts and 
the fact that ForFarmers’ depository receipts trade on a non-regulated platform. We have 
applied a 20% discount to the DCF fair value, which results in a price of EUR 3.50 for 
ForFarmers depository receipts. 

Book value 

The book value per share of ForFarmers has steadily increased in the past. The compound 
annual growth rate amounted to 11.3% in the period between 2007 and 2011. We forecast 
ForFarmers’ book value per share to increase by a CAGR of 11% between 2011 and 2014. 

The price of ForFarmers’ certificates was slightly above the book value at the end of 2010, 
but has remained below this level since then. The current share price of EUR 2.40 implies a 
share price that is about 15% below the estimated book value per share at the end of 2012. 

 

Book value per share and share price 
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Source: Company data, SNS Securities 

 

An analysis of the capital invested of ForFarmers gives no reasons to expect a discount 
versus the book value. Fixed tangible assets are recognized at their purchase price and 
depreciated in a linear manner. The depreciation periods of ForFarmers are in line with 
other companies. The asset base of ForFarmers is also diversified.  

Financial fixed assets are small. Intangible assets like goodwill did not exist on the 
company’s balance sheet at the end of 2011. We estimate intangibles to be about EUR 59m 
at the end of 2012 following the Hendrix and BOCM Pauls acquisitions. This represents 
close to 20% of equity. Finally, we see no potential negative risks in ForFarmers’ working 
capital.  
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Multiples comparison 

The table below lists a number of companies with similar activities as those of ForFarmers. 
This is far from a precise valuation exercise, but it gives some reference as to what 
multiples more or less similar companies are trading at. 

The main problems with this table are 

• Companies may be more or less similar, but they never are a ‘really good’ comparison. 
They often have different activities, different levels of capital intensity, are active in other 
regions or financed in a different way. 

• The size of companies is very different as well, which has valuation implications. The 
table below includes the major global agri trading companies for example. Especially in 
the current economic environment, large companies tend to have higher valuations 
compared to their smaller rivals. 

• Finally, the valuation multiples in the table below differ substantially. While we calculate 
average and median values, the individual company multiples often deviate 
substantially from the average and median values. 

 

Valuation multiples 

 
Company   Mkt. cap.   EV / EBITDA   P / E 

 
    local fx   2011 2012e 2013e   2011 2012e 2013e 

AGRIUM INC CA 14,406 6.0 6.2 5.9 10.2 10.0 9.8 
AMSTERDAM COMMODITIES NV NE 314 9.8 8.7 8.4 12.6 11.3 10.9 
ARCHER-DANIELS-MIDLAND CO US 16,155 5.8 6.2 6.4 7.4 10.0 10.4 
BAYWA-BAYERISCHE 
WARENVERMIT GE 1,206 9.3 8.7 7.1 18.2 20.4 14.8 
BUNGE LTD US 10,380 9.4 7.8 6.0 12.1 11.3 9.3 
GLENCORE INTERNATIONAL PLC SZ 37,266 9.4 10.5 8.0 8.2 9.9 7.8 
NOBLE GROUP LTD HK 5,672 10.4 8.3 7.4 13.2 11.2 8.7 
NUTRECO NV NE 2,099 8.1 7.4 6.8 14.0 12.0 11.1 
OLAM INTERNATIONAL LTD SI 4,278 11.7 11.5 10.4 11.7 12.5 10.8 
ORIGIN ENTERPRISES PLC IR 572 n.a. 8.6 7.8 10.0 9.7 8.8 
VITERRA INC CA 5,861 9.4 9.1 8.7 20.4 19.3 18.1 
WILMAR INTERNATIONAL LTD SI 16,453 11.6 13.7 12.3 9.9 15.0 12.2 

Average 9.2 8.9 7.9 12.3 12.7 11.1 
Median 9.4 8.7 7.6 11.9 11.3 10.6 

FORFARMERS B.V. NE 232 8.9 9.6 4.4 10.5 9.9 7.2 
                      

Source: Bloomberg, SNS Securities 

 

The ForFarmers value per share based on a 2013e multiples comparison amounts to c. 
EUR 4.5.  
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Discounted cash flow valuation 

The discounted cash flow model for the ForFarmers business is summarized below.  

 

ForFarmers DCF model 

in EUR m 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022   
                        

Explicit forecast period Fading period Perp. 
Sales 2,620 2,725 2,834 2,891 2,945 2,995 3,042 3,086 3,126 3,161 
EBIT 51 66 77 72 73 73 73 74 74 74 
Tax on EBIT -13 -16 -19 -18 -18 -18 -18 -18 -18 -18 

NOPLAT 38 49 58 54 55 55 55 55 55 55 
Depreciation 23 23 23 24 25 26 27 28 30 31 
Amortisation 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
WC change -15 -10 -5 -17 -17 -17 -17 -18 -18 -18 
Capex -24 -25 -26 -29 -29 -30 -30 -31 -31 -32 

Free cash flow 24 40 53 35 36 37 37 38 39 40 38 

PV FCF 23 35 42 26 25 24 22 21 20 19 256 

DCF summary   WACC assumptions Free cash flow drivers     
Enterprise value 513 RFR + spread 5.5%     13-'15 16-'22 Perp. 
-/- Net debt 61 Risk premium 4.0% Sales growth 15.0% 1.6% 1.0% 
-/- Pensions etc 70 Beta 1.00 EBIT margin 2.4% 2.4% 2.3% 
+ Other investm. 7 % of equity 80% Tax rate 25% 25% 25% 
+ Proceeds Cefetra 72 % of debt 20% Work cap / sales 6.7% 8.5% 10.3% 

Equity value 461 Cost of equity 8.5% Capex/depr. 1.1 1.1 1.0 

Cost of debt 4.1% 
DCF per share 4.4 WACC   7.6% 

                        

 Source: SNS Securities 

 

The above valuation takes into account our explicit forecasts for 2013-2015. Sales growth is 
expected to be on average 1.6% between 2016 and 2022 and 1.0% in the terminal period. 
We assume an EBIT margin of 2.5% in 2016 decreasing in a linear way to 2.3% in the 
perpetual period. We estimate that the average margin of the feed business in the last six 
years has been 2.3%. Compared to this historical performance, the margin will be diluted 
somewhat by the inclusion of the Hendrix business, while it increases as a result of 
synergies. Depreciation, amortisation and capital expenditure are based on explicit 
forecasts. Depreciation and capex converge to each other in the perpetual period. 

We assume working capital to consume cash in the foreseeable future. There will be years 
in which it will undoubtedly generate cash, but the general view tends to be an increase in 
agricultural commodity prices in the longer term. 

We use a weighted average cost of capital of 7.6% with all the inputs listed in the DCF 
model table. The free cash flows discounted with this WACC result in an enterprise value of 
EUR 513m. 

From this enterprise value, we deduct net debt of EUR 60m. This is the estimated net debt 
of ForFarmers without Cefetra’s debt assumed at EUR 222m. We also deduct pension 
obligations of EUR 70m. This is similar to the value in the pro forma balance sheet 
presented in the 2012 prospectus of ForFarmers. We assume that Cefetra did not carry any 
long-term personnel obligations on its balance sheet. 
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We also add EUR 7m in financial assets representing loans that ForFarmers has provided 
for management and employees. Finally, we add the estimated proceeds from the 
divestment of ForFarmers’ interest in Cefetra. 

Fair value considerations 

The final issue to take into consideration in our valuation analysis is whether a discount to 
ForFarmers’ fair value would be justified. Academic literature on valuation discounts 
includes a number of reasons for a possible discount and comes up with different levels of 
discounts. It shows that this is a fairly subjective area. 

Still, we believe that a discount on ForFarmers’ valuation is justified for the lack of trading 
liquidity of the depository receipts. Earlier in this report, we have shown the shareholders 
structure with about 6% of depository receipts held by others than the cooperative 
FromFarmers or management/employees of ForFarmers. Since the start of the ‘Equity On 
Name’ project, this could potentially have been about 50m or close to 50% of depository 
receipts outstanding. 

A discount is also justified for the fact that ForFarmers’ shares are held by a foundation that 
has issued depository receipts. These depository receipts have no voting rights. Holders of 
depository receipts can obtain voting rights by power of attorney from the foundation, but 
only for a maximum of 5% of the total number of depository receipts outstanding.  

Finally, it is reasonable to believe that the current trading facility is a hurdle for people to 
trade in ForFarmers shares. Some investors may find it too much of a hassle to go through 
the administrative procedures, while others, institutional investors especially, cannot trade 
shares on a non-regulated market. The discount related to the trading facility should 
diminish as the time and/or likelihood of a listing on a regulated market comes closer.  

An illiquidity discount of 20-30% appears to be a rule of thumb, although we reiterate what 
we stated before; discount levels vary substantially. Taking into account a 20% discount on 
ForFarmers’ DCF fair value gives a price level of c. EUR 3.50 per share. 
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SWOT analysis 
 

 

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES 

� Leading regional compound feed 
positions. 

� Execution of strategy through active 
portfolio management. 

� Strong customer focus on farmers. 

� Purchasing scale. 

� Focus on logistics efficiency. 

� Long-term financing alternatives through 
Equity On Name project. 

 

� Corporate governance; management 
board presences of Mr. Ruumpol at 
FromFarmers, the Foundation and 
ForFarmers. The broad board 
composition (6 members) implies no 
operational weakness. 

� Liquidity of the trading platform for 
ForFarmers’ financial instruments. 

� Voting rights of depository receipts. 

� Presence in countries with low growth 
prospects. 

 

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS 

� Growing feed consumption worldwide. 

� Consolidation as compound feed market 
is currently fragmented. 

� Realization of synergies from 
acquisitions. 

� Expansion in growth markets (especially 
in Central & Eastern Europe). 

� Expand shareholders base through an 
official listing. 

 

� Possible decrease of livestock 
population. 

� Possible integration issues with recent, 
large acquisition 

� Intensifying competitive environment as 
competitors merge and/or become 
larger. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix 1: Background of Management Board and Supe rvisory Board 

members 

 

� Mr. Ruumpol 

 

Positions 

• Chairman and Member of Management Board of Cooperative FromFarmers U.A. 

• Chairman and Member of Management Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor 
ForFarmers. 

• Chairman and Member of Management Board of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Ruumpol started his career at the audit firm Price Waterhouse after obtaining his 
bachelor degree in financial administration at the School for Business Administration and 
Economics. Thereafter, he held various functions whereby he financially controlled divisions 
for consumer products of Wessanen. During his working career he completed his study as 
an auditor. He started to work for ABC-Gelderland in 1991 in the position of CFO, which 
company now forms part of the ForFarmers Group. In this position he broadened his 
experience and in January 2003 he became the CEO and sole statutory board member of 
ForFarmers. Mr. Ruumpol also holds the positions of chairman of the supervisory board of 
Cefetra, management board member of the Deutsche Verband eV Tiernahrung (DVT) and 
member of the Steering Group of FEFAC. During the last five years Mr. Ruumpol was also a 
member of the supervisory board of Cebeco Groep B.V., Cebeco Ruwvoeders B.V., 
Agrovision B.V., Coöperatie Cobroed U.A., Probroed B.V., and member of the management 
board of Coöperatie Pre-Mervo U.A., Nevedi, Productschap Diervoeders, Stichting de 
Schothorst, Coöperatieve Op- en Overslagvereniging W.A. "Combinatie Deventer-Lochem" 
(C.D.L.) and Coöperatie Koninklijke Cebeco Groep U.A. 

 

� Mr. Markink 

 

Positions 

• Chairman and Member of Supervisory Board of Cooperative FromFarmers U.A. 

• Member of Management Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor ForFarmers. 

• Chairman and Member of Supervisory Board of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Markink has been a member of ForFarmers' supervisory board since 2000 and became 
the chairman of the supervisory board in 2002. On the 2012 Meeting Date, Mr. Markink was 
reappointed as supervisory board member and his current term of office expires on the date 
of the annual General Meeting in 2015. Mr. Markink is the chairman of the selection and 
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appointment committee of ForFarmers, chairman of the supervisory board of FromFarmers 
and a member of the management board of the Foundation. Mr. Markink obtained a 
bachelor degree in agriculture and currently exploits a pig farm. Besides the exploitation of 
his agricultural farm, he has been active in politics and he has been working for 
organisations which promote agricultural interests. Besides his activities in agriculture and 
his positions within the Companies, he is a member of the Provinciale Staten of Gelderland, 
the chairman of the supervisory board of the accon.avm group (accountancy and 
consultancy) and a supervisory committee member of AOC Oost (education and training). 
During the last five years he has been a member of the management board of Coöperatie 
Koninklijke Cebeco Groep U.A. and Stichting Nationale Elite Veiling Borculo and an 
alderman of the municipality Berkelland. 

 

� Mr. Eggink 

 

Positions 

• Member of Supervisory Board of Cooperative FromFarmers U.A. 

• Member of Management Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor ForFarmers. 

• Member of Supervisory Board of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Eggink has been a member of ForFarmers' supervisory board since 2002 and his 
current term of office expires on the date of the annual General Meeting in 2014. Mr. Eggink 
is also the chairman of ForFarmers' audit committee, a member of ForFarmers' selection 
and appointment committee, a member of the supervisory board of FromFarmers and a 
member of the management board of the Foundation. Mr. Eggink enjoyed an agricultural 
education and attended various (business) administration education programs. Currently he 
is a dairy farmer. Besides his farming business, he has held a number of managerial and 
supervisorial positions at (local) banks and agricultural organisations. During the last five 
years Mr. Eggink has been a member and chairman of the management board of Rabobank 
Berkel-IJssel, in which period he was one of the leading members for the amalgamation of 
Rabobank Berkel-IJssel and Rabobank Achterhoek-Noord to the new organisation 
Coöperatieve Rabobank Graafschap-Noord U.A. In 2005 and 2006, he was a member of 
the Rabobank Circle Eastern-Gelderland and member of the Centrale Kring Vergadering of 
Rabobank Nederland. At present Mr. Eggink is also the vice-chairman of the supervisory 
board and chairman of the members council of Coöperatieve Rabobank Graafschap-Noord 
U.A., which is part of the Rabobank group. 
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� Mr. Nordbeck 

 

Positions 

• Member of Management Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor ForFarmers. 

• Member of Supervisory Board of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Nordbeck has been a member of ForFarmers' supervisory board since 2009 and was 
appointed after he was recommended by the works council. His current term of office 
expires on the date of the annual General Meeting in 2013. Mr. Nordbeck is also a member 
of ForFarmers' remuneration committee and a member of the management board of the 
Foundation. Mr. Nordbeck obtained a bachelor degree in business economics at the 
Erasmus University in Rotterdam and a master's degree in business administration at the 
Inter-faculty Business Administration Rotterdam/Delft. Subsequently, Mr. Nordbeck obtained 
a PhD. degree at the faculty of medicine at the University of Amsterdam (1985). He also 
participated in the Solvay Senior Management Program at Nyenrode Business University. 
Mr. Nordbeck started his career as an employee of the marketing and planning division of 
KLM, after which he worked as a consultant and manager of the project preparation and 
marketing division of the Royal Tropical Institute. In addition, he has been a marketing and 
sales manager, corporate secretary/manager corporate communications and the head 
human resources within Solvay Duphar. Subsequently, Mr. Nordbeck became the managing 
director and consultant of the consulting firm Basis & Beleid. Afterwards he was director of 
social affairs of the Onze Lieve Vrouwe Gasthuis in Amsterdam. Currently, he works as an 
independent business consultant with Guensberg//Nordbeck. 

 

� Mrs. Addink-Berendsen 

 

Positions 

• Member of Supervisory Board of Cooperative FromFarmers U.A. 

• Member of Management Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor ForFarmers. 

• Member of Supervisory Board of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mrs. Addink-Berendsen has been a member of ForFarmers' supervisory board since 2010 
and her current term of office expires on the date of the annual General Meeting in 2014. 
Mrs. Addink-Berendsen is also a member of ForFarmers' audit committee, a member of the 
supervisory board of FromFarmers, a member of the management board of the Foundation 
and a member of ForFarmers' audit committee. After her preuniversity education she 
completed a bachelor's degree in agriculture and a bachelor's degree in Business 
Administration/SPD. Currently, she exploits a dairy farm within a partnership, works as a 
registered accountant at Countus Accountants and is also a member of the members 
council of Rabobank West Twente. In the past, she has held various administrative 
positions within more socially-orientated organisations. 
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� Mr. Mulder 

 

Positions 

• Member of Management Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor ForFarmers. 

• Member of Supervisory Board of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Mulder has been a member of ForFarmers' supervisory board since 2010 and his 
current term of office expires on the date of the annual General Meeting in 2014. Mr. Mulder 
is also a member of the management board of the Foundation and a member of the 
selection and appointment committee. After his pre-university education, Mr. Mulder 
successfully completed an education programme at the Institute of Transport (Grays- UK). 
In addition, he obtained various certificates in business correspondence and bookkeeping 
and he attended various courses in business administration and languages, including 
Spanish and Russian. At the beginning of his career, he held various commercial positions, 
product management positions and trading positions at different companies, such as United 
States Lines in Tilbury (UK), Kramer Handelsmaatschappij and Terfolth & Kennedy (in 
Rotterdam, Canada and Jamaica). In 1974 he was one of the founders/shareholders of 
Kuhne and Heitz N.V. From 1978 until 2001 he was the CEO of Kuhne and Heitz N.V. From 
1987 until 2006 Kuhne and Heitz N.V. was listed on the stock exchange of Amsterdam. 
From 2002 until 2010 Mr. Mulder restructured the activities of Cebeco Groep B.V., where he 
held the position of CEO from 2004 until 2010. His main task as CEO was the reduction of 
the non-core activities and the strengthening of the poultry business, which poultry business 
was divested in 2009. Over the past twenty years he held various directorships, partly 
through his positions at Kuhne and Heitz N.V. and Cebeco Groep B.V. Currently, he is also 
the chairman of the supervisory board of Plukon Royale Group B.V. and owner and 
manager of H. Mulder Management B.V. and Jesy BVBA. During the last five years Mr. 
Mulder was member of the board of directors of Cebeco Agrochemie Beheer B.V., 
PlusFood Groep B.V., Kuhne and Heitz B.V., and member of the management board of 
Cebeco Groep B.V., Coveco Beheer II B.V., Kuhne and Heitz USA Inc, Luxan UK Ltd. and 
Metafoods LLC. 

 

� Mr. Van Rijn 

 

Positions 

• Member of Management Board of Stichting Administratiekantoor ForFarmers. 

• Member of Supervisory Board of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Van Rijn has been a member of ForFarmers' supervisory board since the 2012 Meeting 
Date and his current term of office expires on the date of the annual General Meeting in 
2016. Mr. van Rijn is also chairman of ForFarmers' remuneration committee and a member 
of ForFarmers' audit committee. Mr. Van Rijn obtained a university degree in business 
economics at the Erasmus University in Rotterdam and a university degree in business law 
at the University in Rotterdam. After his university education, Mr. Van Rijn attended various 
courses in marketing management and finance business management. He also participated 
in several Agribusiness Seminars at the London Business School and at the Harvard 
Business School. Subsequently, Mr. Van Rijn attended several seminars for supervisory 
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board members. Following his education, Mr. Van Rijn held various financial and marketing 
positions at different companies, such as Ravensbergen Banketfabriek, Accountantskantoor 
Otto, Schulte & Lestraden and Nutricia. From 1985 until 1997 he was director of finance at 
Verto Rotterdam and director of finance Northern European Countries at McCain Foods 
Holland. From 1991 until 1997 he was also responsible for Human Resources and 
development of McCain’s Central European business. From 1997 until 2001 Mr. Van Rijn 
was the CFO of Sara Lee Meats Europe. In addition to his financial position, Mr. Van Rijn 
also participated in acquisition processes and major restructuring projects. Thereafter, he 
became the CFO of Nutreco Holding N.V. In this position, Mr. Van Rijn received honors and 
awards, such as the Sijthoff Award in 2005, CFO of the year in the mid-and small cap 
category in 2007 and best investor relations in the midcap category in 2009. Mr. van Rijn 
was the chairman of the supervisory board of Langenberg-Fassin (from 1999 until 2008) 
and member of the supervisory board and audit committee of Haga Hospital (from 2006 
until 2008). At present, Mr. Van Rijn is a member of the supervisory board and chairman of 
the audit committee of Leids Universitair Medisch Centrum and member of the supervisory 
boards of Plukon Food Group, Detailresult Group and Incotec Group. 

 

� Mr. Potijk 

 

Positions 

• Member of Senior Management of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Potijk holds the position of Chief Operational Officer and is a member of senior 
management. He has worked for one of the predecessors of ForFarmers since 1983. He 
has been appointed for an indefinite period of time. Mr. Potijk obtained a bachelors degree 
in agriculture following his pre-university education. Thereafter, he acquired broad 
experience in commercial and marketing activities related to compound feed and 
agricultural products. Since 2008 he is responsible for the activities of ForFarmers B.V. in 
the Netherlands and for the coordination of the commercial food activities of the ForFarmers 
Group. By virtue of his position Mr. Potijk is also a supervisory board member of Subli B.V. 
Probroed B.V. and Agrovision, a member of the board of NeVeDi, Stichting Gezinsbedrijf 
Plus and a management board member of foundation GMP International. 

 

� Mr. De Vos 

 

Positions 

• Member of Senior Management of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. de Vos holds the position of Chief Nutritional Officers and has worked for one of the 
predecessors of ForFarmers since 1988. He has been appointed for an indefinite period of 
time. After his pre-university education he studied animal food science at the University in 
Wageningen. Subsequently, he held several positions as an animal food expert, amongst 
others at Provimi and Maasoever. Mr. De Vos is treasurer/secretary of the management of 
Stichting Trustfeed. 
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� Mr. Traas 

 

Positions 

• Member of Senior Management of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Traas holds the position of Financial Director since 1 August 2011. He has been 
appointed for an indefinite period of time. Mr. Traas obtained a masters degree in business 
economy and accountancy. Subsequently, he attended Stanford Executive Program at the 
Stanford University in 2002. At the beginning of his career, he held various financial 
positions at different companies, such as Mars B.V. and H.C.S. Technology N.V. Thereafter, 
Mr. Traas worked as the group director of finance and IT and subsequently as director of 
logistics and human resources at Vendex Speciaalzaken Group B.V., Vendex Vroom & 
Dreesmann Warenhuizen B.V. and Vendex KBB Bijenkorf B.V. In that period he was 
member of the supervisory board of the joint venture V&D/TUI and member of the board of 
pension fund Confendex. From 2002 until 2011 he was corporate director finance & IT, 
group director, director integration and director mergers and acquisitions at Campina B.V./ 
FrieslandCampina N.V. Mr Traas has been member of the board and president of the 
investment committee of pension fund Campina, during which period fiduciary management 
has been introduced at Campina. Currently, Mr. Traas is member of the board of the Anna 
van Rijn College in Nieuwegein and member of the supervisory board and member of the 
audit committee of Rabobank Utrechtse Waarden. 

 

� Mr. Van de Ven 

 

Positions 

• Member of Senior Management of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Van de Ven holds the position of Chief Operational Officer. He has been appointed for 
an indefinite period of time. Mr. Van de Ven obtained a bachelor degree in Agriculture. He 
started his career in 1983 as an advisor pigs at Hendrix Voeders B.V. He has worked as a 
district leader/sales manager, sales leader and manager West-Germany, manager 
production & logistics Netherlands and sector manager pigs at Hendrix UTD B.V. 
Subsequently, Mr. Van de Ven became the managing director of Hendrix UTD B.V. in 2005. 
Throughout his career, he attended several courses like NIMA-A, an internal training within 
Nutreco for young management and the course ‘the new manager’ with training institute De 
Baak. Mr. Van de Ven is also a member of the board of NeVeDi. 
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� Mr. Gardner 

 

Positions 

• Member of Senior Management of ForFarmers Group B.V. 

 

Background  (source: 2012 prospectus FromFarmers/ForFarmers) 

Mr. Gardner holds the position of Chief Operational Officer. He obtained a masters degree 
in HND Agriculture at the University of Edinburgh and attended various finance, sales and 
business courses. Mr. Gardner started his career as a sales specialist of BOCM Pauls Ltd. 
Thereafter, he held various commercial positions, product management positions and 
manufacturing management positions at BOCM Pauls Ltd. From 2000 until 2006 Mr. 
Gardner was managing director poultry and managing director private label division of 
BOCM Pauls Ltd. Subsequently, he became the Chief Operating Officer in 2006 of BOCM 
Pauls Ltd. 
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Appendix 2: Organisational structure ForFarmers 

 

ForFarmers current organizational structure  

 
Source: Company data, SNS Securities 
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ForFarmers: Summary tables 

PROFIT & LOSS (EURm) 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
Sales 1,930 4,141 5,200 6,708 2,620 2,725
Cost of Sales & Operating Costs -1,893 -4,074 -5,157 -6,637 -2,544 -2,633
Non Recurrent Expenses/Income 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EBITDA 36.8 67.3 43.3 71.7 76.2 91.6
EBITDA (adj.)* 36.8 67.3 43.3 71.7 76.2 91.6
Depreciation -8.8 -10.0 -10.5 -18.6 -22.5 -22.8
EBITA 28.0 57.3 32.8 53.1 53.7 68.8
EBITA (adj)* 28.0 57.3 32.8 53.1 53.7 68.8
Amortisations and Write Downs 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.5 -3.0 -3.0
EBIT 28.0 57.3 32.8 51.6 50.6 65.8
EBIT (adj.)* 28.0 57.3 32.8 51.6 50.6 65.8
Net Financial Interest 0.6 -2.6 -4.2 -11.3 -2.4 -1.3
Other Financials 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Associates 28.3 8.9 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other Non Recurrent Items 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Earnings Before Tax (EBT) 56.9 63.6 28.5 40.3 48.2 64.5
Tax -5.5 -13.3 -4.6 -10.1 -12.1 -16.1
Tax rate 9.6% 20.8% 16.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0%
Discontinued Operations 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.0 0.0 0.0
Minorities -1.0 -9.9 -2.0 -4.7 -0.8 -0.8
Net Profit (reported) 50.5 40.5 21.9 37.5 35.4 47.6
Net Profit (adj.) 34.0 31.9 21.2 25.5 35.4 47.6

CASH FLOW (EURm) 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
Cash Flow from Operations before change in NWC 30.9 44.6 25.3 47.8 51.7 71.7
Change in Net Working Capital -42.0 -84.0 -84.2 -35.0 -15.0 -10.0
Cash Flow from Operations -11.2 -39.4 -58.9 12.8 36.7 61.7
Capex -13.4 -10.7 -19.1 -20.8 -24.1 -25.1
Net Financial Investments -6.2 4.0 -2.2 -128 72.1 0.0
Free Cash Flow -30.7 -46.1 -80.2 -135 84.7 36.6
Dividends -8.6 -10.2 -9.6 -6.4 -7.6 -10.6
Other (incl. Capital Increase & share buy backs) 39.4 17.5 -1.1 4.5 222 0.0
Change in Net Debt 0.0 -38.8 -90.8 -137 299 26.0
NOPLAT 25.3 45.4 27.6 38.7 38.0 49.3

BALANCE SHEET & OTHER ITEMS (EURm) 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
Net Tangible Assets 65.6 65.7 73.3 199 193 195
Net Intangible Assets (incl.Goodwill) 0.0 0.0 0.0 59.0 56.0 52.9
Net Financial Assets & Other 15.3 16.2 15.2 10.7 10.7 10.7
Total Fixed Assets 80.9 81.9 88.5 269 260 259
Inventories 202 271 274 335 125 135
Trade receivables 96.8 158 192 340 181 191
Other current assets 58.6 57.2 70.7 70.7 16.1 16.1
Cash (-) -79.5 -83.3 -81.4 -64.0 -91.0 -107
Total Current Assets 437 569 618 810 413 449
Total Assets 518 651 706 1,078 672 708
Shareholders Equity 236 266 277 300 344 382
Minority 38.9 46.1 44.8 44.8 3.2 3.2
Total Equity 275 312 321 345 348 385
Long term interest bearing debt 2.2 0.2 1.2 116 60.0 52.0
Provisions 29.6 18.0 15.2 113 103 101
Other long term liabilities 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Total Long Term Liabilities 31.9 18.2 16.4 229 163 153
Short term interest bearing debt 93.5 138 226 231 14.8 12.8
Trade payables 26.6 52.9 63.8 194 127 137
Other current liabilities 90.5 130 78.5 78.5 19.5 19.5
Total Current Liabilities 211 321 368 504 162 170
Total Liabilities and Shareholders' Equity 518 651 706 1,078 672 708
Net Capital Employed 321 386 482 742 435 444
Net Working Capital 272 376 402 481 178 188

GROWTH & MARGINS 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
Sales growth 114.6% 25.6% 29.0% -60.9% 4.0%
EBITDA (adj.)* growth 82.9% -35.7% 65.6% 6.3% 20.3%
EBITA (adj.)* growth 104.8% -42.7% 61.8% 1.1% 28.2%
EBIT (adj)*growth 104.8% -42.7% 57.2% -1.8% 29.9%
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ForFarmers: Summary tables 
GROWTH & MARGINS 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
Net Profit growth -6.2% -33.6% 20.4% 38.8% 34.4%
EPS adj. growth -6.3% -33.3% 20.8% 38.8% 34.4%
DPS adj. growth -6.3% -32.2% 18.8% 38.8% 34.4%
EBITDA (adj)* margin 1.9% 1.6% 0.8% 1.1% 2.9% 3.4%
EBITA (adj)* margin 1.4% 1.4% 0.6% 0.8% 2.0% 2.5%
EBIT (adj)* margin 1.4% 1.4% 0.6% 0.8% 1.9% 2.4%

RATIOS 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
Net Debt/Equity 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.0 -0.1
Net Debt/EBITDA 0.4 0.8 3.4 4.0 -0.2 -0.5
Interest cover (EBITDA/Fin.interest) nm 25.6 10.4 6.3 31.7 69.4
Capex/D&A 151.9% 107.1% 182.3% 103.5% 94.4% 97.0%
Capex/Sales 0.7% 0.3% 0.4% 0.3% 0.9% 0.9%
NWC/Sales 14.1% 9.1% 7.7% 7.2% 6.8% 6.9%
ROE (average) 12.7% 7.8% 8.8% 11.0% 13.1%
ROCE (adj.) 7.5% 10.3% 5.8% 5.2% 8.9% 11.3%
WACC 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
ROCE (adj.)/WACC nm nm nm nm nm nm

PER SHARE DATA (EUR)*** 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
Average diluted number of shares 106.2 106.2 105.8 105.5 105.5 105.5
EPS (reported) 0.47 0.38 0.21 0.36 0.34 0.45
EPS (adj.) 0.32 0.30 0.20 0.24 0.34 0.45
BVPS 2.22 2.51 2.61 2.85 3.26 3.62
DPS 0.10 0.09 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.14

VALUATION 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
EV/Sales 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
EV/EBITDA 4.6 8.1 7.3 3.0 2.2
EV/EBITDA (adj.)* 4.6 8.1 7.3 3.0 2.2
EV/EBITA 5.5 10.7 9.9 4.2 2.9
EV/EBITA (adj.)* 5.5 10.7 9.9 4.2 2.9
EV/EBIT 5.5 10.7 10.2 4.5 3.0
EV/EBIT (adj.)* 5.5 10.7 10.2 4.5 3.0
P/E (adj.) 8.6 10.5 9.9 7.2 5.3
P/BV 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7
Total Yield Ratio 3.5% 2.5% 3.0% 4.2%
EV/CE 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5
OpFCF yield -18.3% -35.3% -3.2% 5.0% 14.5%
OpFCF/EV -16.0% -22.2% -1.5% 5.6% 18.3%
Payout ratio 20.4% 23.7% 29.0% 20.4% 30.0% 30.0%
Dividend yield (gross) 3.5% 2.5% 3.0% 4.2% 5.6%

EV AND MKT CAP (EURm) 12/2009 12/2010 12/2011 12/2012e 12/2013e 12/2014e
Price** (EUR) 2.58 2.09 2.40 2.40 2.40
Outstanding number of shares for main stock 106.2 106.2 105.8 105.5 105.5 105.5
Total Market Cap 274 221 253 253 253
Net Debt 16 55 146 283 -16 -42
o/w Cash & Marketable Securities (-) -80 -83 -81 -64 -91 -107
o/w Gross Debt (+) 96 138 227 347 75 65
Other EV components -15 -16 -15 -11 -11 -11
Enterprise Value (EV adj.) 313 352 526 226 200
Source: Company, SNS Securities estimates. 

Notes
* Where EBITDA (adj.) or EBITA (adj)= EBITDA (or EBITA) -/+ Non Recurrent Expenses/Income and where EBIT (adj)= EBIT-/+ Non Recurrent Expenses/Income - PPA amortisation 

**Price (in local currency): Fiscal year end price for Historical Years and Current Price for current and forecasted years  

Sector: Food & Beverage/Food small caps

Company Description: ForFarmers is Europe’s leading animal nutrition company with annual volumes of 6.5m tons for various species.
The company has operations in the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium and the UK. ForFarmers used to be a cooperative, but is
transitioning into a company with shareholders. This transition must help ForFarmers to fulfil its ambition to grow its business further
and reach compound feed sales of 10m tons by 2016.
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European Coverage of the Members of ESN 

 
 
A ero space  & D efense M em(*) Bank Of Cyprus IBG Talvivaara M ining Co Plc POH Gek Terna IBG F inancia l Serv ices M em(*)

Aviation Latecoere CIC Bankinter BBO Thyssenkrupp EQB Grontmij SNS Ackermans & Van Haaren BDG

Bae Systems P lc CIC Bbva BBO Tubacex BBO Grupo San Jose BBO Azimut BAK

Dassault Aviation CIC Bcp CBI Upm-Kymmene POH Heijmans SNS Banca Generali BAK

Eads CIC Bes CBI B io techno lo gy M em(*) Hochtief EQB Banca Ifis BAK

Finmeccanica BAK Bnp Paribas CIC 4Sc Ag EQB Holcim Ltd CIC Bb B iotech EQB

Lisi CIC Boursorama CIC Bioalliance Pharma CIC Imerys CIC Binckbank SNS

M tu EQB Bper BAK Epigenomics Ag EQB Impregilo BAK Bois Sauvage BDG

Rheinmetall EQB Bpi CBI M etabolic Explorer CIC Italcementi BAK Bolsas Y M ercados Espanoles Sa BBO

Rolls Royce CIC Commerzbank EQB M orphosys EQB Lafarge CIC Capman POH

Safran CIC Credem BAK Neovacs CIC Lemminkäinen POH Cir BAK

Thales CIC Credit Agrico le Sa CIC Transgene CIC M aire Tecnimont BAK Comdirect EQB

Zodiac CIC Creval BAK Wilex EQB M aisons France Confort CIC Corp. Financiera A lba BBO

A irlines M em(*) Deutsche Bank EQB Zeltia BBO M ota Engil CBI Dab Bank EQB

Air France Klm CIC Dexia BDG C hemicals M em(*) Obrascon Huarte Lain BBO Deutsche Boerse EQB

Finnair POH Efg Eurobank Ergasias IBG Air Liquide CIC Ramirent POH Deutsche Fo rfait EQB

Lufthansa EQB Garanti Bank IBG Akzo  Nobel SNS Royal Bam Group SNS Financiere De Tubize BDG

A uto mo biles & P arts M em(*) Halkbank IBG Basf EQB Sacyr Vallehermoso BBO Fonciere Des 6Eme Et 7Eme Arrondissements De ParisCIC

Bmw EQB Hellenic Postbank IBG Dsm SNS Saint Gobain CIC Gbl BDG

Brembo BAK Ing Group SNS Floridienne BDG Sonae Industria CBI Gimv BDG

Continental EQB Intesa Sanpaolo BAK Fuchs Petro lub EQB Srv POH Grenkeleasing Ag EQB

Daimler Ag EQB Kbc Group BDG Henkel EQB Thermador Groupe CIC Hellenic Exchanges IBG

Elringklinger EQB M ediobanca BAK Holland Colours SNS Titan Cement IBG Hypoport Ag EQB

Faurecia CIC National Bank Of Greece IBG K+S Ag EQB Trevi BAK Ifg Group Plc NCB

Fiat BAK Natixis CIC Kemira POH Uponor POH Kbc Ancora BDG

Landi Renzo BAK Nordea POH Lanxess EQB Uzin Utz EQB Luxempart BDG

Leoni EQB Piraeus Bank IBG Linde EQB Vbh Holding EQB M lp EQB

M ichelin CIC Postbank EQB Nanogate Ag EQB Vicat CIC

Nokian Tyres POH Societe Generale CIC Recticel BDG Vinci CIC

Piaggio BAK Ubi Banca BAK Solvay BDG Yit POH

Pirelli & C. BAK Unicredit BAK Symrise Ag EQB Electro nic  & E lectrica l EquipmentM em(*)

Plastic Omnium CIC Yapi Kredi Bank IBG Tessenderlo BDG Agfa-Gevaert BDG

Plastivalo ire CIC B asic R eso urces M em(*) Tikkurila POH Areva CIC

Porsche EQB Acerinox BBO Umicore BDG Augusta Techno logie EQB

Psa Peugeot Citroen CIC Altri CBI Wacker Chemie EQB Barco BDG

Renault CIC Arcelormittal BBO C o nst ruct io n & M ateria ls M em(*) Euromicron Ag EQB

Sogefi BAK Crown Van Gelder SNS Acs BBO Evs BDG

Stern Groep SNS Dnick Holding Plc EQB Astaldi BAK Gemalto CIC

Valeo CIC Ence BBO Ballast Nedam SNS Ingenico CIC

Volkswagen EQB Europac BBO Bilfinger Berger EQB Kontron EQB

B anks M em(*) Inapa CBI Boskalis Westminster SNS Lacie CIC

Aareal Bank EQB M etka IBG Buzzi Unicem BAK Legrand CIC

Akbank IBG M etsä Board POH Capelli CIC M obotix Ag EQB

Aktia POH M ytilineos IBG Cfe BDG Neways Electronics SNS

Alpha Bank IBG Nyrstar BDG Ciments Français CIC Nexans CIC

Banca Carige BAK Outokumpu POH Cramo POH Pkc Group POH

Banca M ps BAK Portucel CBI Deceuninck BDG Rcf Group BAK

Banco Popolare BAK Rautaruukki POH Eiffage CIC Rexel CIC

Banco Popular BBO Salzgitter EQB Ellaktor IBG Schneider Electric Sa CIC

Banco Sabadell BBO Semapa CBI Fcc BBO Vacon POH

Banco Santander BBO Stora Enso POH Ferrovial BBO Vaisala POH

Banesto BBO Talvivaara M ining Co  P lc POH Gek Terna IBG Xeikon Nv SNS  
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F o o d & B everage M em(*) Bim IBG Rapala POH Sonae Capital CBI Sogeclair CIC

Acomo SNS Carrefour CIC Stockmann POH Trigano CIC Ten Cate SNS

Anheuser-Busch Inbev BDG Casino Guichard-Perrachon CIC H ealthcare M em(*) Tui EQB Trilogiq CIC

Aryzta NCB Colruyt BDG Ab-Bio tics BBO H o useho ld Go o ds M em(*) Vossloh EQB

Atria POH Delhaize BDG Almirall BBO De Longhi BAK Wärtsilä POH

Baron De Ley BBO Dia BBO Amplifon BAK Elica BAK Zardoya Otis BBO

Baywa EQB Kesko POH Arseus BDG Indesit BAK Industrial T ranspo rta t io n & M o to rwaysM em(*)

Berentzen EQB M arr BAK Bayer EQB Philips Electronics SNS Abertis BBO

Bonduelle CIC Rallye CIC B iomerieux CIC U10 CIC Adp CIC

C&C Group NCB Sligro SNS Bio test EQB Indust ria l Engineering M em(*) Atlantia BAK

Campari BAK Sonae CBI Cegedim CIC Accsys Techno logies SN S Bollo re CIC

Campofrio BBO Genera l Indust rials M em(*) Celesio EQB Agta Record CIC Brisa CBI

Coca Cola Hellenic IBG Aalberts SNS Diasorin BAK Aixtron EQB Caf BBO

Csm SNS Accell Group SNS Drägerwerk EQB Ansaldo Sts BAK Deutsche Post EQB

Danone CIC Advanced Vision Techno logy EQB Faes Farma BBO Bauer Ag EQB Dockwise SNS

De M aster Blenders 1753 SNS Ahlstrom POH Fresenius EQB Biesse BAK Fraport EQB

Donegal Creameries NCB Analytik Jena EQB Fresenius M edical Care EQB Cargotec Corp POH Gemina BAK

Duvel BDG Arcadis SNS Gerresheimer Ag EQB Cfao C IC Hes Beheer SNS

Ebro Foods BBO Aspo POH Grifo ls Sa BBO Danieli BAK Hhla EQB

Enervit BAK Azkoyen BBO Korian CIC Datalogic BAK Irish Continental Group NCB

Fleury M ichon CIC Bekaert BDG Laboratorios Rovi BBO Delclima BAK Logwin EQB

Fyffes NCB Dcc NCB M edica CIC Duro Felguera BBO Norbert Dentressangle CIC

Glanbia NCB Derby Cycle EQB M ediq SNS Emak BAK Postnl SNS

Heineken SNS Evolis CIC M erck EQB Exel Composites POH Sias BAK

Hkscan POH Frigoglass IBG Nanobio tix CIC Exel Industries CIC Tnt Express SNS

Kerry Group NCB Huhtamäki POH Natraceutical Sa BBO Faiveley CIC Insurance M em(*)

Ktg Agrar EQB Kendrion SNS Novartis CIC Fiat Industrial BAK Aegon SNS

Lanson-Bcc CIC M artifer Sgps Sa CBI Oriola-Kd POH Gea Group EQB Ageas BDG

Laurent Perrier CIC M ifa EQB Orion POH Gesco EQB Allianz EQB

Ldc CIC Nedap SNS Orpea CIC Gildemeister EQB Axa CIC

Lotus Bakeries BDG Neopost CIC Recordati BAK Haulo tte Group CIC Delta Lloyd SNS

Natra BBO Pöyry POH Rhoen-Klinikum EQB Heidelberger Druck EQB Fbd Holdings Plc NCB

Naturex CIC Prelios BAK Roche CIC Ima BAK Fondiaria Sai BAK

Nestle SNS Resilux BDG Sanofi-Aventis CIC Interpump BAK Generali BAK

Nutreco SNS Saf-Holland EQB Sorin BAK Khd Humboldt Wedag InternationalEQB Hannover Re EQB

Olvi POH Saft CIC Stallergènes CIC Kone POH M apfre Sa BBO

Origin Enterprises NCB Skw Stahl EQB Ucb BDG Konecranes POH M edio lanum BAK

Parmalat BAK Tessi CIC United Drug NCB Krones Ag EQB M ilano Assicurazioni BAK

Pernod-Ricard CIC Tkh Group SNS H o te ls , T ravel & T o urism M em(*) Kuka EQB M unich Re EQB

Pinguinlutosa BDG Vidrala BBO Accor CIC M an EQB Sampo POH

Raisio  POH Wendel CIC Autogrill BAK M anitou CIC Unipol BAK

Remy Cointreau CIC Genera l R eta ile rs M em(*) Beneteau CIC M ax Automation Ag EQB Zurich Financial Services BAK

Sipef BDG Beter Bed Holding SNS Compagnie Des A lpes CIC M etso POH

Ter Beke BDG D'Ieteren BDG Groupe Partouche CIC Outotec POH

Total Produce NCB Douglas Holding EQB I Grandi Viaggi BAK Pfeiffer Vacuum EQB

Unilever SNS Fielmann EQB Iberso l CBI Ponsse POH

Vilmorin CIC Folli Follie Group IBG Intralo t IBG Prima Industrie BAK

Viscofan BBO Fourlis Ho ldings IBG Lottomatica BAK Prysmian BAK

Vranken Pommery M onopole CIC Inditex BBO M elia Hotels International BBO Sabaf BAK

Wessanen SNS Jacquet M etal Service CIC Nh Hoteles BBO Schuler Ag EQB

F o o d & D rug R etaile rs M em(*) Jumbo IBG Opap IBG Singulus Techno logies EQB

Ahold SNS M acintosh SNS Sodexo CIC Smt Scharf Ag EQB  
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M edia M em(*) Total CIC Realia BBO Gamelo ft CIC Belgacom BDG

Ad Pepper EQB Tupras IBG Retail Estates BDG Gft Technologies EQB Bouygues CIC

Adlpartner CIC Oil Services M em(*) Sponda POH Groupe Open CIC Deutsche Telekom EQB

Alma M edia POH Bourbon CIC Technopo lis POH Guillemot Corporation CIC Elisa POH

Antena 3Tv BBO Cgg Veritas CIC Unibail-Rodamco BDG I.R.I.S. BDG Eutelsat Communications Sa CIC

Brill SNS Fugro SNS Vastned Retail BDG I:Fao Ag EQB France Telecom CIC

Caltagirone Editore BAK Saipem BAK Vib Vermoegen EQB Ict Automatisering SNS Freenet EQB

Cofina CBI Technip CIC Wdp BDG Indra Sistemas BBO Gowex BBO

Editoriale  L'Espresso BAK Tecnicas Reunidas BBO R enewable Energy M em(*) Integralis Ag EQB Jazztel BBO

Gl Events CIC Tenaris BAK Abengoa BBO Itelligence EQB Kpn Telecom SNS

Havas CIC Vallourec CIC Biopetrol Industries EQB Neurones CIC M obistar BDG

Hi-M edia CIC Vopak SNS Daldrup & Soehne EQB Novabase Sgps CBI Ote IBG

Impresa CBI P erso na l Go o ds M em(*) Deutsche B iogas EQB Ordina SNS Portugal Telecom CBI

Ipsos CIC Adidas EQB Enel Green Power BAK Osiatis CIC Ses CIC

Jcdecaux CIC Amer Sports POH Gamesa BBO Psi EQB Sonaecom CBI

Kinepo lis BDG Basic Net BAK Phoenix So lar EQB Qurius SNS Telecom Italia BAK

Lagardere CIC Beiersdorf EQB Sma So lar Technology EQB Realdo lmen BDG Telefonica BBO

Lbi International Nv SNS Geox BAK Solar-Fabrik EQB Reply BAK Telenet Group BDG

M 6-M etropole Television CIC Gerry Weber EQB Solarworld EQB Rib So ftware EQB Teliasonera POH

M ediaset BAK Hugo Boss EQB Solutronic EQB Seven Principles Ag EQB Tiscali BAK

M ediaset Espana BBO Loewe EQB Sunways EQB Sii CIC Turkcell IBG

M eetic CIC Luxottica BAK Semico nducto rs M em(*) Sopra Group CIC United Internet EQB

Nextradiotv CIC M arco lin BAK Asml SNS Steria CIC Vodafone BAK

Nostrum BBO M arimekko POH Besi SNS Tieto POH Ziggo SNS

Nrj Group CIC M edion EQB M elexis BDG Tomtom SNS Zon M ultimedia CBI

Pages Jaunes CIC Ppr CIC Okmetic POH Transics BDG Utilit ies M em(*)

Prisa BBO Puma EQB Roodmicro tec SNS Unit4 SNS A2A BAK

Publicis CIC Safilo BAK Stmicroelectronics BAK Wincor Nixdorf EQB Acciona BBO

Rcs M ediagroup BAK Salvatore Ferragamo BAK Suess M icro tec EQB Suppo rt  Services M em(*) Acea BAK

Reed Elsevier N.V. SNS Sarantis IBG So f tware  & C o mputer ServicesM em(*) Batenburg SNS E.On EQB

Roularta BDG Tod'S BAK Aedian CIC Brunel SNS Edp CBI

Rtl Group BDG Van De Velde BDG Affecto POH Bureau Veritas S.A. CIC Edp Renováveis CBI

Sanoma POH Zucchi BAK Akka Technologies CIC Cpl Resources P lc NCB Elia BDG

Seat BAK R eal Estate M em(*) Alten CIC Dpa SNS Enagas BBO

Spir Communication CIC Aedifica BDG Altran CIC Edenred CIC Endesa BBO

Talentum POH Ascencio BDG Amadeus BBO Ei Towers BAK Enel BAK

Telegraaf M edia Groep SNS Atenor BDG Atos CIC Fiera M ilano BAK Fluxys BDG

Teleperformance CIC Banimmo BDG Basware POH Imtech SNS Fortum POH

Tf1 CIC Befimmo BDG Beta Systems Software EQB Lassila & Tikanoja POH Gas Natural Fenosa BBO

Ti M edia BAK Beni Stabili BAK Bull CIC Prosegur BBO Gdf Suez CIC

Ubiso ft CIC Citycon POH Capgemini CIC Randstad SNS Hera BAK

Vivendi CIC Cofinimmo BDG Cegid CIC Tmc Group SNS Iberdrola BBO

Wolters Kluwer SNS Corio BDG Cenit EQB Usg People SNS Iren BAK

Oil & Gas P ro ducers M em(*) Deutsche Euroshop EQB Comptel POH T e leco m Equipment M em(*) Public Power Corp IBG

Eni BAK Home Invest Belgium BDG Ctac SNS Alcatel-Lucent CIC Red Electrica De Espana BBO

Galp Energia CBI Igd BAK Dassault Systemes CIC Ericsson POH Ren CBI

Gas P lus BAK Intervest Offices & Warehouses BDG Digia POH Gigase t EQB Rwe EQB

Hellenic Petroleum IBG Intervest Retail BDG Docdata SNS Hf Company CIC Sechilienne Sidec CIC

M aurel Et Prom CIC Ivg Immobilien Ag EQB Engineering BAK Nokia POH Snam BAK

M otor Oil IBG Klepierre BDG Esi Group CIC Teleste POH Suez Environnement CIC

Neste Oil POH Leasinvest Real Estate BDG Exact Ho lding Nv SNS T e leco mmunica t io ns M em(*) Terna BAK

Repsol BBO M ontea BDG F-Secure POH Acotel BAK Veo lia Environnement CIC  
 
 
 
 LEGEND: BAK: Banca Akros; BDG : Bank Degroof; BBO: Bankia Bolsa; CIC: CM CIC Securities; CBI: Caixa- Banco de Investimento; EQB: Equinet bank ;IBG: Investment Bank of Greece, 

 NCB: NCB Stockbrokers, POH: Pohjola Bank; SNS: SNS Securities        as of 30th October 2012 
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List of ESN Analysts (**) 
 
Ari Agopyan CIC +33 1 45 96 85 80 ari.agopyan@cmcics.com Jean-Christophe Lefèvre-M oulenq CIC +33 1 45 96 91 04 jeanchristophe.lefevremoulenq@cmcics.com

Edouard Aubery EQB +49 69 5899 7439 edouard.aubery@equinet-ag.de Dov Levy CIC +33 1 45 96 78 74 dov.levy@cmcics.com

Christian Auzanneau CIC +33 4 78 92 01 85 christian.auzanneau@cmcics.com Sébastien Liagre CIC +33 1 45 96 90 34 sebastien.liagre@cmcics.com

Olivier Bails, CFA CIC +33 1 45 96 78 72 olivier.bails@cmcics.com Harald Liberge-Dondoux CIC +33 1 45 96 98 12 harald.libergedondoux@cmcics.com

Helena Barbosa CBI +351 21 389 6831 helena.barbosa@caixabi.pt Konstantinos M anolopoulos IBG +30 210 817 3388 kmanolopoulos@ibg.gr

Victor Bareño, CFA SNS +312 0 5508822 victor.bareno@snssecurities.nl Sergio Ruiz M artin BBO +34 91 436 7866 sruizma@bankia.com

Javier Bernat BBO +34 91 436 7816 jbernat@bankia.com Dario M ichi BAK +39 02 4344 4237 dario.michi@bancaakros.it

Dimitris Birbos IBG +30 210 81 73 392 dbirbos@ibg.gr José M ota Freitas, CFA CBI +351 22 607 09 31 mota.freitas@caixabi.pt

Jean-Pascal Brivady CIC +33 4 78 92 02 25 jeanpascal.brivady@cmcics.com Louis Nicolopoulos IBG +30 210 81 73 377 iniko lopoulos@ibg.gr 

David Cabeza Jareño BBO +34 91 4367818 dcabeza@bankia.com Henri Parkkinen POH +358 10 252 4409 henri.parkkinen@pohjo la.fi

Giada Cabrino , CIIA BAK +39 02 4344 4092 giada.cabrino@bancaakros.it Adrian Pehl, CFA EQB +49 69 58997 438 adrian.pehl@equinet-ag.de

Niclas Catani POH +358 10 252 8780 niclas.catani@pohjola.com Victor Peiro  Pérez BBO +34 91 436 7812 vpeirope@bankia.com

Jean-M arie Caucheteux BDG +32 2 287 99 20 jeanmarie.caucheteux@degroof.be Francis Prêtre CIC +33 4 78 92 02 30 francis.pretre@cmcics.com

M arco Cavalleri BAK +39 02 4344 4022 marco.cavalleri@bancaakros.it Francesco Previtera BAK +39 02 4344 4033 francesco.previtera@bancaakros.it

P ierre Chedeville CIC +33 1 45 96 78 71 pierre.chedeville@cmcics.com Jari Raisanen POH +358 10 252 4504 jari.raisanen@pohjo la.fi

Emmanuel Chevalier CIC +33 1 45 96 77 42 emmanuel.chevalier@cmcics.com Hannu Rauhala POH +358 10 252 4392 hannu.rauhala@pohjola.fi

Flo rent Couvreur CIC +33 1 45 96 77 60 flo rent.couvreur@cmcics.com M atias Rautionmaa POH +358 10 252 4408 matias.rautionmaa@pohjola.fi

Edwin de Jong SNS +312 0 5508569 edwin.dejong@snssecurities.nl Eric Ravary CIC +33 1 45 96 79 53 eric.ravary@cmcics.com

Nadeshda Demidova EQB +49 69 58997 434 nadeshda.demidova@equinet-ag.de Iñigo  Recio Pascual BBO +34 91 436 7814 irecio@bankia.com

M artijn den Drijver SNS +312 0 5508636 martijn.dendrijver@snssecurities.nl M aria Rivas Rodriguez BBO +34 91 436 7815 mrivasro@bankia.com

Christian Devismes CIC +33 1 45 96 77 63 christian.devismes@cmcics.com André Rodrigues CBI +351 21 389 68 39 andre.rodrigues@caixabi.pt

Andrea Devita, CFA, BAK +39 02 4344 4031 andrea.devita@bancaakros.it Jean-Luc Romain CIC +33 1 45 96 77 36 jeanluc.romain@cmcics.com

Hans D'Haese BDG +32 (0) 2 287 9223 hans.dhaese@degroof.be Jochen Rothenbacher, CEFA EQB +49 69 58997 415 jochen.ro thenbacher@equinet-ag.de

Dries Dury BDG +32 2 287 91 76 dries.dury@degroof.be Vassilis Roumantzis IBG +30 2108173394 vroumantzis@ibg.gr

Ingbert Faust, CEFA EQB +49 69 58997 410 ingbert.faust@equinet-ag.de Sonia Ruiz De Garibay BBO +34 91 436 7841 sruizdegaribay@bankia.com

Rafael Fernández de Heredia BBO +34 91 436 78 08 rfernandezdeheredia@bankia.com Antti Saari POH +358 10 252 4359 antti.saari@pohjo la.fi

Stefan Freudenreich, CFA EQB +49 69 58997 437 stefan.freudenreich@equinet-ag.de Paola Saglietti BAK +39 02 4344 4287 paola.saglietti@bancaakros.it

Emmet Gaffney NCB 00 353 611 5717 emmet.gaffney@ncb.ie Francesco Sala BAK +39 02 4344 4240 francesco.sala@bancaakros.it

Gabriele Gambarova BAK +39 02 43 444 289 gabriele.gambarova@bancaakros.it Lemer Salah SNS  '+312 0 5508516 Lemer.salah@snssecurities.nl 

Claudio  Giacomiello , CFA BAK +39 02 4344 4269 claudio .giacomiello@bancaakros.it M ichael Schaefer EQB +49 69 58997 419 michael.schaefer@equinet-ag.de

Ana Isabel González García CIIA BBO +34 91 436 78 09 agonzalezga@bankia.com Holger Schmidt, CEFA EQB +49 69 58 99 74 32 ho lger.schmidt@equinet-ag.de

M arc Gouget CIC +33 145 96 8759 marc.gouget@cmcics.com Tim Schuldt, CFA EQB +49 69 5899 7433 tim.schuldt@equinet-ag.de

Darren Greenfield, CFA NCB +353 1611 5918 darren.greenfield@ncb.ie John Sheehan NCB +353 1 611 5794 john.sheehan@ncb.ie

Arsène Guekam CIC +33 1 45 96 78 76 arsene.guekam@cmcics.com Pekka Spo lander POH +358 10 252 4351 pekka.spolander@pohjola.fi

Bernard Hanssens BDG +32 (0) 2 287 9689 bernard.hanssens@degroof.be Gert Steens SNS +312 0 5508639 gert.steens@snssecurities.nl

Philipp Häßler, CFA EQB +49 69 58997 414 philipp.haessler@equinet-ag.de Kimmo Stenvall POH +358 10 252 4561 kimmo.stenvall@pohjo la.fi

Tom Holmes NCB +353 1 611 5876 tom.ho lmes@ncb.ie Annick Thévenon CIC +33 1 45 96 77 38 annick.thevenon@cmcics.com

Carlos Jesus CBI +351 21 389 6812 carlos.jesus@caixabi.pt Luigi Tramontana BAK +39 02 4344 4239 luigi.tramontana@bancaakros.it

Siddy Jobe BDG +32 (0) 2 287 9279 siddy.jobe@degroof.be Johan van den Hooven SNS +312 0 5508518 johan.vandenhooven@snssecurities.nl

Lillian Katelani IBG +30-210-8173-389 lkatelani@ibg.gr Guido  Varato jo dos Santos CBI +351213896822 guido.santos@caixabi.pt

Jean-M ichel Köster CIC +33 1 45 96 77 17 jeanmichel.koster@cmcics.com Richard Withagen SNS +312 0 5508572 richard.withagen@snssecurities.nl

M arc Leemans, CFA BDG +32 (0) 2 287 9361 marc.leemans@degroof.be  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(**) excluding: strategists, macroeconomists, heads of research not covering specific stocks, credit analysts, technical analysts 
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ESN Recommendation System 
The ESN Recommendation System is Absolute . It means that each stock is rated on the 
basis of a total return , measured by the upside potential (including dividends and capital 
reimbursement) over a 12 month time horizon . 

The ESN spectrum of recommendations (or ratings) for each stock comprises 5 categories: 
Buy, Accumulate (or Add), Hold, Reduce and Sell (in short: B, A, H, R, S) .  

Furthermore, in specific cases and for a limited period of time, the analysts are allowed to rate 
the stocks as Rating Suspended (RS)  or Not Rated (NR) , as explained below. 

Meaning of each recommendation or rating:  

• Buy : the stock is expected to generate total return of over 20%  during the next 
12 months time horizon 

• Accumulate:  the stock is expected to generate total return of 10% to 20%  
during the next 12 months time horizon 

• Hold : the stock is expected to generate total return of 0% to 10%  during the 
next 12 months time horizon. 

• Reduce : the stock is expected to generate total return of 0% to -10%  during the 
next 12 months time horizon 

• Sell : the stock is expected to generate total return under -10%  during the next 
12 months time horizon 

• Rating Suspended : the rating is suspended due to a capital operation (take-
over bid, SPO, …) where the issuer of the document (a partner of ESN) or a 
related party of the issuer is or could be involved or to a change of analyst 
covering the stock 

• Not Rated : there is no rating for a company being floated (IPO) by the issuer of 
the document (a partner of ESN) or a related party of the issuer 

 
SNS Securities Ratings Breakdown 

Buy
41%

Accumulate
19%

Hold
36%

Reduce
4%

 
History of ESN Recommendation System 
Since 18 October 2004 , the Members of ESN are using an Absolute Recommendation System 
(before was a Relative Rec. System) to rate any single stock under coverage. 
Since 4 August 2008 , the ESN Rec. System has been amended as follow. 
• Time horizon changed to 12 months (it was 6 months) 
• Recommendations Total Return Range changed as below: 
 

 
 

 BEFORE

-15% 0% 5% 15%

SELL REDUCE HOLD ACCUMULATE BUY

TODAY

-10% 0% 10% 20%

SELL REDUCE HOLD ACCUMULATE BUY

BEFORE

-15% 0% 5% 15%

SELL REDUCE HOLD ACCUMULATE BUY

BEFORE

-15% 0% 5% 15%

SELL REDUCE HOLD ACCUMULATE BUY

TODAY

-10% 0% 10% 20%

SELL REDUCE HOLD ACCUMULATE BUY

TODAY

-10% 0% 10% 20%

SELL REDUCE HOLD ACCUMULATE BUY
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Recommendation history for FORFARMERS

Date Recommendation Target price Price at change date
15-Nov-12 Buy 3.50 2.40

 
 
Source: Factset & ESN, price data adjusted for stock splits. 
This chart shows SNS Securities continuing coverage of this stock; the current analyst may or may not have covered it over the entire period. Current analyst: 
Richard Withagen (since 15/11/2012) 
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 This report has been prepared by Richard Withagen 

 
This report has been submitted to the company to check for inaccuracies and as a result some changes have been 
implemented. 
 
SNS Securities acts as a liquidity provider for the company and has an agreement with the company regarding the 
publication of research reports.  
 
This report has been prepared by SNS Securities Research, which is part of SNS Securities N.V., a subsidiary of SNS 
Bank N.V. SNS Bank belongs to SNS REAAL Groep N.V.  
SNS Securities is registered with AFM, the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets.  
 
Analyst certification 
The analyst or analysts who prepared this report hereby certifies or certify that (1) the views expressed in this report 
accurately reflect his, her or their personal views about all of the subject companies and securities in this report and (2) 
no part of his, her or their compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or 
views expressed in this report. The analyst or analysts responsible for preparing this research report receives 
compensation that is based upon various factors including the profitability of SNS Securities, which includes investment 
banking activities.  
 
Methodology 
Our forecasts regarding the company's profit and loss account, balance sheet and/or cash flow statement are based on 
subjective views of relevant future company specific developments and market developments. Important variables are 
among others expected market growth, company's strategy and competitive position. In addition, company guidance is 
taken into account. Price targets and opinions in this report are based on a combination of discounted cash flow analysis, 
peer group analysis and/or historical valuation analysis, whereas the previously mentioned forecasts are used as input for 
these analyses. In addition industrial knowledge, company specific elements and/or market technical elements could play 
an important role to determine our price targets and opinions.  
 
SNS Securities’ policy is to update research reports as it deems appropriate, based on developments with the subject 
company, the sector or the market that may have a material impact on the research views or opinions stated herein. 
Regulatory, compliance or other reasons may prevent us to update research reports.  
 
Since the research report contains more complete information concerning the analyst’s views, investors should carefully 
read the entire research report and not infer its contents from the rating alone. In any case, ratings (or research) should 
not be used or relied upon as investment advice. An investor’s decision to buy or sell a stock should depend on among 
others individual circumstances.  
 
For information on our rating distribution we would like to refer to our website www.snssecurities.nl 
 
Other disclosures  
SNS Securities acts as a liquidity provider for the following companies and has an agreement with these companies 
regarding the publication of research reports:  
Accell Group, ACOMO, Batenburg Beheer, BE Semiconductor Industries, Brill, Crown Van Gelder, Ctac, Docdata, 
Dockwise, DPA Flex Group, HES Beheer, Holland Colours, ICT Automatisering, Kendrion, LBI International, Nedap, 
Neways, RoodMicrotec, Stern Groep, The Member Company and Xeikon. 
 
SNS Securities has established procedures to prevent conflict of interest and to ensure the provision of high quality 
research based on research objectivity and independence.  
 
Analysts of SNS Securities are not allowed to have an interest in any class of common equity securities of the companies 
they cover.  
 
Please see the front page of this research report for the first date of publication. Price-related data is calculated using the 
closing price of the latest trading day before date of publication.  
 
This report has been prepared by SNS Securities N.V. The information, tools and material presented in this report are 
provided to you for information purposes only and are not to be used or considered as an offer or a solicitation of an offer 
to buy or sell any of the securities described herein. SNS Securities N.V. and their affiliates may effect transactions in the 
securities described herein for their own account or for the account of others, may have positions with the issuer thereof, 
or any of its affiliates, or may perform or seek to perform securities, investment banking or other services for such issuer 
or its affiliates. This research report may not be photocopied, electronically redistributed or otherwise reproduced without 
the prior permission of SNS Securities N.V. 
 
Our sales people, traders and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to 
our clients and our proprietary trading desks that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this 
research report. Our asset management department, our proprietary trading desk may make investment decisions that 
are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.  
 
Our research is disseminated primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form. Electronic research is 
simultaneously available to all clients and several news providers.  
© SNS Securities N.V.  
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Disclaimer : 
These reports have been prepared and issued by the Members of European 
Securities Network LLP (‘ESN’). ESN, its Members and their affiliates (and any 
director, officer or employee thereof), are neither liable for the proper and 
complete transmission of these reports nor for any delay in their receipt. Any 
unauthorised use, disclosure, copying, distribution, or taking of any action in 
reliance on these reports is strictly prohibited. The views and expressions in the 
reports are expressions of opinion and are given in good faith, but are subject to 
change without notice. These reports may not be reproduced in whole or in part 
or passed to third parties without permission. The information herein was 
obtained from various sources. ESN, its Members and their affiliates (and any 
director, officer or employee thereof) do not guarantee their accuracy or 
completeness, and neither ESN, nor its Members, nor its Members’ affiliates (nor 
any director, officer or employee thereof) shall be liable in respect of any errors or 
omissions or for any losses or consequential losses arising from such errors or 
omissions. Neither the information contained in these reports nor any opinion 
expressed constitutes an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any 
securities or any options, futures or other derivatives related to such securities 
(‘related investments’). These reports are prepared for the clients of the Members 
of ESN only. They do not have regard to the specific investment objectives, 
financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may 
receive any of these reports. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the 
appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment strategies discussed 
or recommended in these reports and should understand that statements 
regarding future prospects may not be realised. Investors should note that income 
from such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that each security’s price or value 
may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than originally 
invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or 
income of any security or related investment mentioned in these reports. In 
addition, investors in securities such as ADRs, whose value are influenced by the 
currency of the underlying security, effectively assume currency risk. 
ESN, its Members and their affiliates may submit a pre-publication draft (without 
mentioning neither the recommendation nor the target price/fair value) of its 
reports for review to the Investor Relations Department of the issuer forming the 
subject of the report, solely for the purpose of correcting any inadvertent material 
inaccuracies. Like all members employees, analysts receive compensation that is 
impacted by overall firm profitability For further details about the specific risks of 
the company and about the valuation methods used to determine the price 
targets included in this report/note, please refer to the latest relevant published 
research on single stock or contact the analyst named on the front of the 
report/note. Research is available through your sales representative. ESN will 
provide periodic updates on companies or sectors based on company-specific 
developments or announcements, market conditions or any other publicly 
available information. Unless agreed in writing with an ESN Member, this 
research is intended solely for internal use by the recipient. Neither this document 
nor any copy of it may be taken or transmitted into Australia, Canada or Japan or 
distributed, directly or indirectly, in Australia, Canada or Japan or to any resident 
thereof. This document is for distribution in the U.K. Only to persons who have 
professional experience in matters relating to investments and fall within article 
19(5) of the financial services and markets act 2000 (financial promotion) order 
2005 (the “order”) or (ii) are persons falling within article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the 
order, namely high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc (all 
such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This document 
must not be acted on or relied upon by persons who are not relevant persons. 
Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available 
only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. 
The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions or to residents of other 
jurisdictions may also be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession 
this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such 
restrictions. By accepting this report you agree to be bound by the foregoing 
instructions. You shall indemnify ESN, its Members and their affiliates (and any 
director, officer or employee thereof) against any damages, claims, losses, and 
detriments resulting from or in connection with the unauthorized use of this 
document. 
For disclosure upon “conflicts of interest” on the companies under coverage by all 
the ESN Members and on each “company recommendation history”, please visit 
the ESN website (www.esnpartnership.eu) For additional information and 
individual disclaimer please refer to www.esnpartne rship.eu and to each 
ESN Member websites: 

www.bancaakros.it regulated by the  CONSOB - Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa 

www.bankiabolsa.es regulated by  CNMV - Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores  

www.caixabi.pt regulated by the CMVM - Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários  

www.cmcics.com regulated by the AMF - Autorité des marchés financiers 

 www.degroof.be  regulated by the FSMA - Financial Services and Markets Authority  

www.equinet-ag.de regulated by the  BaFin - Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht 

www.ibg.gr regulated by the HCMC - Hellenic Capital Market Commission 

www.ncb.ie regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland 

www.pohjola.com regulated by the Financial Supervision Authority 

www.snssecurities.nl regulated by the AFM - Autoriteit Financiële Markten 
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